
Wed 13th August 2014 

 

good morning – today is series s2L very slight iffy and the SPILL IS UP. Here goes: 

1.The inverted T’s paid off on the drop from the a.m. high 

2.The first pass of the Bulls  committed often creates a counter move 

 of double digit paid off with 50 cents to spare on the tag of the daily pivot. 

3.The cited support from 1920 aka weekly pivot and roundie to the 1924 SPOT 

 (co-price of the week last week) held at the proper TIME. 

4.The very slight iffy is due to the 12:43 high –erroneously cited in real time 

 as 1931.5 SPOT.. 

5.The inability to close over 1931.5 means the BULLS NEED THE SPILL UP AND LEAN TO BE 

1 

THE CHART–5 min SPX — (^SPXPM) 

1.The most BEARISH count is the RED A-B-C as an expanded FLAT  (3-3-5) is DOA on any   

  cash price over 1944.9 

2.The change to the chart was the removal of iii of 1 and this is due to the possibility that 

  the decline from 1944.9 cash, 1940.8 big boy spoo origin is a double zig zag and that double 



  completed at 1924 SPOT as shown on cash chart blood red 2 and bear alt. b of black B. 

3.If cash exceeds the parameters in 1. then the RED 4 SEALED at 1940.78 cash is still 

  TRACKING and the lesser and the Bear ALT is c=B. 

4. blood red 3 can not be the shortest of any 5 wave movement and is placed on the chart 

   where the distance from origin to 1944.9 is 1= 3 in distance traveled. 

5.Black B , the bear alt can be satisfied on any price over 1944.9 but is shown on the chart as an 

 an idealized  move to differentiate it from blood red 3. 

Next: 

1938.5 NEED TO BE CONVERTED to support by the BULLS.We have inverted T’s again , so the sardine 

play requires at least 1 good down.If the nano count that removed The BEARS NEED TO KILL the 

WEEKLY PIVOT…you may or may not want to SCROLL a 1 min with 2 min LOC to see how the 1924, 

1931.5, 1035.5 SPOTS  along with the 1930.3 opening functioned/ 

SPOTS TA ROUNDIES with an admonition to remember that if we get the NORMAL, if we clear 

out 1938.5 then you need to isolate 1950 CASH and the 50 day MA (both continuation futures and 

CASH)  BECAUSE THERE IS NO SPOT between 1938.5 and 1948.5 –obtain your futures 

approximations using FAIR VALUE given as FB at the top of the numbahs.. 

        FV -3.93   NUMBAHS  S2L very slight iffy  08/13/ 2014  SEPT  2014 contract 

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1929.8                                                                 1920.1 

          S1  1924.5                                                                      1903.6 

          S2  1918.7                                                                      1883.6 

          R1  1935.7                                                                      1940.1 

          R2  1941.1                                                                      1956.6 

        MAX H 1946.9                                                                   1976.6 

        MAX L  1913.3                                                                   1867.1                                                                

        Range Projections 

        1927.2-1938.4 Primary                                                  1911.9-1948.4 

        1921.6-1932.8 Alternate                                                 1893.6-1930.1 

                          



         TVS 

        1930.8  HIGH                                                                     1912.0 

        1932.0  LOW                                                                     1905.9                                                                     

              

  

         TWO DAY 

        1948.0-1951.6  HIGH 

        1911.6-1915.2  LOW 

       OPG 1930.3                                                                        1923.3 

         H 1935.2                                                                          1936.5                                                      

         L 1924.0                                                                           1900.0 

         C1930.4                                                                           1923.7   

 

Thursday 14th August 2014  

 

SPX  5 Min chart  

 

 



SPX78 Min chart  

 

good morning – today is series s3L , WILD CARD DAY, and the SPILL is UP.Yesterday we had 

Inverted T’s, they scored. 

 

We are closing in on the expiry.I have not sent out the 78 cash for a bit due to the 5 min crappola 

being so deadly as regards the RED (4) box bit and the ensuing rally. 

 

You may or may not want to pay attention to it It is easy to replicate .Also, every person who ever 

fancied himself a technician has their eyes on the 50 day SPX MA and  different data vendors 

calculate the continuation charts differently, there will be many with the their eyes on the 50 DAY  

SPOO MA. 

 

NOW, you also  have the same old 5 min SPX (^SPXPM) I provide daily for the sardine’ista’s  that also 

tells a story for the Tuna crowd and a slight pictorial for the Marlin catchers.Look over to your right 

and take a gander at the retraces .Before you get all flustered trying to find the 1886 ANCHOR . 

please remember this: 

 

The SPX is a price memory machine often recycling prices of critical value.Bottom line: when we 

nailed the 1808.5 SPOT low in the April 11-15 bottoming price formation (11814.36 cash) there were 

4 critical prices given way in advance as targets for the UP if the ascending diagonal conservative 

traffic light died on a trade above 1914 cash.Those 4 prices were 1954, 1968,1986, and 2014.The 

implications of each were presented in the commentaries and on the charts.NOW the MOE error in 

my work is 2 handles, so go back to the 78 min chart because the 5 min chart only shows two of the 

mechanically valid RED 3’s.Ok, The ANNABETH and the TRUNCATED TRIANGLE  3 on July 29 are both 

within the MOE of 1986!!! So, that is why the 1986 is used. 

 

WHAT DOES ALL THIS MEAN  and why should I give a flip??????????? ?It means we are with a gnats’ 

arse of a big FOCB and that is why the posts to that effect ere left multiple time Wednesday.It means 



that if you took the long on the turn –you have a decision to make.It means you need to KNOW that 

every member of the pencil andd eraser set who has a drop of bear in him sees this as B or 2 and 

that we are getting ready to DUMP.It means that every Bull who was not turned into a steer KNOWS 

we have to accelerate through the 1950 cash, 1955 cash MOE , and convert the 1963 SPOO SPOT to 

SUPPORT IN A wave 3 nano style move.It means we have to assign BEAR committed and confirmed 

prices at the 1935.5 committed and 1924 confirmed.Lastly, it means look at the chart… PS ,the skill 

in EW is really revealed in corrections and I will say that the bane of counters in the rally in BIG ARSE 

3 from 1074 is they have assigned 5 downs and 2 ups incorrectly when they should have labeled 

them as A’s , B’s, and X’s imo.SPOTS TA ROUNDIUES… 

 

FV -3.58   NUMBAHS  S3L very slight iffy  08/14/ 2014  SEPT  2014 contract 

 

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

 

          PIVOT   1941.3                                                                 1920.1 

 

          S1  1937.4                                                                      1903.6 

 

          S2  1930.2                                                                      1883.6 

 

          R1  1948.5                                                                      1940.1 

 

          R2  1952.4                                                                      1956.6 

 

        MAX H 1942.0                                                                   1976.6 

 

        MAX L  1942.5                                                                   1867.1                                                                

 

        Range Projections 

 

        1940.0-1951.1 Primary                                                  1911.9-1948.4 

 

        1933.8-1944.9 Alternate                                                 1893.6-1930.1 

 

                

 

         TVS 

 

        1959.6  HIGH                                                                     1912.0 

 

        1926.3  LOW                                                                     1905.9                                                                                   

 

  

 

         TWO DAY 

 

        1954.0-1957.6  HIGH 

 

        1922.1-1925.7  LOW 

 

       OPG 1937.5                                                                       1923.3 



 

         H 1945.1                                                                          1936.5                                                      

 

         L 1934.0                                                                           1900.0 

 

         C1944.7                                                                           1923.7 

 

 

Friday 15th August 2014 
 

good morning -today is series s4H and the SPILL is down (SPU14:CME).Today is EXPIRATION 

. Yesterday was a red letter day for the T’S AS  they produced a rare as hens’ teeth loser on the 

INVERTED T’s.There are two charts in the BOX –THEY ARE SCREAMING a message/It is the message 

reiterated beau coupe times in real time over the past 2 sessions.LARGER FOCB (fish or cut bait).. 

SIMPLY PUT after multiple hours of conversations:JUMP BALL with BOTH CAMPS on the foul line. 

HONING: 

The BULLS HAVE TO CONVERT THE 1963 SPOT TO SUPPORT in order to get the Bears to throw the 

soap into the air.That is why Committed 1938.5 and 1963 CONFIRMED were given. 

The LEAN is we are headed to RED(5) and has been since the 1891.5 SPOT trapped the PEEANS and 

price moved through the trend line breakout at 1915.5 SPOT on 8//8.@1:20 p.m. 

The CHART shows 3 waves up into the close and the 1952.5 SPOT was tickled in the RUNOFF at 4:02 

p.m. SO HERE IS WHAT IS IMPORTANT: 

THE VERY BULLISH BULLS NEED ACCELERATION for immediate gratification and a GAP AND GO 

towards 1968 CASH (GEE, THAT PRICE IS FAMILIAR just as 1954 cash was).as 1968.41 cash is where 

1=3 or a=c (if you is a bear). 

The REST OF THE BULLS have been watching 3rd wave GRINDS be the most popular move since 1074 

cash low and their eyes are on RANGE COMPRESSION , volatility squeeze out, GRAVY IN THE GAPS, 

Yes, VIRGINIA IT IS THE SANTA CLAUS OF  TONE CHANGE.These are the dip buyers while bears 

bemoan the fact that HFT, THE FED, THE LOW VOLUME continuously has eaten their lunch for   2 

years and 10 months .In count form this is the 1-2, i- that would produce a shallow ii of 3 on the 

chart ONCE  i of 3 is SEALED.A gap and crap that  does not produce strong follow through early next 

week would fit this bill. 

For the BEARS it is simple -They need the B or 2 (the achilles heel since 1074) to be fixed.If they drop 

the soap again on a conversion 1963 to support , it will once again be due to erroneously counting 

the drop as 5 down.They NEED the committed and confirmed given yesterday to work and the most 

important price on the chart to them currently is the 1924 CONFIRMED SPOT.They want 1942.5 

which is not a SPOT, but showed its hand this week in spades this week to DIE. 

Ok, on defense today the BULLS want to hold 1948.5 SPOT, NEED TO HOLD 1942.5 and MUST HOLD 

1938.5.Overhead they have the 1956 SPOT and a tight band from 1961.5 YELL to 1963 SPOT staring 

them in the face..SPOTS, TA , ROUNDIES… PS–ALL EYES ARE STILL GLUED OT THE 50 MA as stated 

yesterday 

FV -3.35   NUMBAHS  S4H very slight iffy  08/15/ 2014  SEPT  2014 contract 

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1950.7                                                                 1920.1 

          S1  1947.6                                                                      1903.6 

          S2  1941.7                                                                      1883.6 

          R1  1956.6                                                                      1940.1 

          R2  1959.7                                                                      1956.6 

        MAX H 1951.4                                                                   1976.6 

        MAX L  1951.4                                                                   1867.1                                                                

        Range Projections 



        1949.2-1958.2 Primary                                                  1911.9-1948.4 

        1944.7-1953.7 Alternate                                                 1893.6-1930.1 

                          

         TVS 

        1951.5  HIGH                                                                     1912.0 

        1951.4  LOW                                                                     1905.9                                                                     

              

  

         TWO DAY 

        1964.8-1968.4  HIGH 

        1930.2-1933.8  LOW 

       OPG 1946.0                                                                       1923.3 

         H 1953.8                                                                          1936.5                                                      

         L 1944.8                                                                           1900.0 

         C1953.5                                                                           1923.7   

 

 

Monday 18 August 2014 

 

5 min chart  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

15 min Chart  

 

 
 

 

 

5 MinChart  

 

 
 

 

 

 



good morning -today is series s3H NORMAL  and the SPILL PRESSURE is DOWN There 

are two charts in the box–Friday’s  5 min SPX (ESU14:CME) is chart 1 and the on for today 

showing  Fridays’ action is chart 2. 

This was the last paragraph from Friday: 

“Ok, on defense today the BULLS want to hold 1948.5 SPOT, NEED TO HOLD 1942.5 and MUST 

HOLD 1938.5.Overhead they have the 1956 SPOT and a tight band from 1961.5 YELL to 1963 SPOT 

staring them in the face..SPOTS, TA , ROUNDIES…” 

The market rejected the first pass at the YELL 1961.5 (actual 1961) and like Charlie Daniels said “that 

train was running right on time”..The break of the 1959.3 OPENING drove price down through the 

PEEAN double bottom at the 1956 SPOT and proceeded to puke down to the 1942.5 SPOT.THIS 

IMMEDIATELY  reversed price back to the 50 roundie-52.5 SPOT resistance band that encompassed 

both the TIGHT T’S and the DAILY PIVOT.From there we went to the LOD at the 1938.5 .The ensuing 

rally went to the pre-id in real time back to a test of the 1948.5 SPOT with actual high at 1948.The 

1942.5  is NOT A SPOT BUT WAS KEYED UPON in commentaries and real time posts quite often last 

week.Once 1948 rejected price the  mid p.m. low found support smack dab on the 1942.5 …From 

there it became an issue as to what type of last hour high the bulls would go after. (SPU14:CME) 

Would it be weak and stumble in the 1948.5 SPOT , go after the 1952.5 SPOT , or eviscerate the 

bears with  a zoom  to the scene of the crime at 1056 SPOT.The wedge zoom (wedge 1948 down to 

the 1942.5 SPOT) started  of  with a true zoom to 1952 but then went wheezy and crawled back to 

the 1952.5 SPOT where we closed-imagine that. 

Ok, when Sunday opened it was at the 1956 SPOT –tEXTRACT THE PRICES!!!! 

The news driven DUMP was faster an more violent that the idea of ii of 3 blood red show on the 

Friday chart and that is not atypical.Of course the 1963 CONFIRMED has not been converted to 

SUPPORT and the bears will still view this as Back B in motion and possibly seale or a 2nd wave  high. 

ALL of this puts us right where we were coming into Friday: the BULLS need the market to  1963 hard 

support by going after a iii of 3 of RED (5) move.Job 1 for the BULLS on going though 1963 SPOT is to 

take out 1968.41 cash price where the second leg up from 1900 spoo and 1904.78 SPX CASH will be 

equal to the first leg up.Because this should be within the context of a iii of 3, the Bulls are in a MUST 

PERFORM of sorts for the most bullish take on the chart.This means Friday’s low must be held 

sacrosanct for that count to be right.The Most important price on the chart currently is the 1924 , 

1928.29 CASH  and the BEARS are once agian on the hot seat in dire need of sealing a B or 2 .They 

will fight it all the way up to new all time highs IF THEY ARE WRONG..SPOTS TA ROUNDIES…I threw in 

an updated 15 min SPX for good measure.. 

     FV -3.33   NUMBAHS  S3H NORMAL  08/18/ 2014  SEPT  2014 contract 

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1950.3                                                                 1945.8 

          S1  1939.6                                                                      1930.6 

          S2  1926.8                                                                      1908.8 

          R1  1963.1                                                                      1967.6 

          R2  1973.8                                                                      1982.8 

        MAX H 1986.6                                                                   1976.6 

        MAX L  1916.1                                                                   1867.1                                                                

        Range Projections 

        1945.0-1968.5 Primary                                                  1938.2-1975.2 

        1933.2-1956.7 Alternate                                                 1919.7-1956.7 

                          

         TVS 

        1959.6  HIGH                                                                     1952.3 

        1943.8  LOW                                                                     1930.9                                                                     

              

  



         TWO DAY 

        1957.0-1960.6  HIGH 

        1937.4-1941.0  LOW 

       OPG 1959.3                                                                         1934.0 

         H 1961.0                                                                          1961.0                                                      

         L 1937.5                                                                           1924.0 

         C1952.4                                                                           1952.4   

 

 

 

Wednesday 20 August 2014 

 

Numbahs: a rest before FOMC 

 

 
 

 

good morning – today is series s1H and the SPILL  is DOWN 79, UP 21 in the S&P 500. 

(^GSPC:SNP) Two days of POP DROP Grind with volatility squeeze out and range compression place 

the market in a put up or shut up moment for the BEARS and the BULLS in a slightly more sanguine 

situation .The favored lean at the nano level is still tracking but the Bulls also would like a little rest 

(move down to iv of 3). 

The 1964.0 4 HORIZONTAL LINE is there for a reason and the BEARS ain’t done BO DIDDLEY  til they 

kill it, while the BULLS are in need of stopping it from an overlap in order to maintain the nano 

count.\ 

The chart since the red (4) PRE-ID says it all.. SPOTS TA ROUNDIES —FED MINUTES AT 2 P.M. , Then 

setting up the Yellghi speech-o-rama drama for Friday. 

  FV -2.82   NUMBAHS  S1H  08/20/ 2014  SEPT  2014 contract 

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1975.9                                                                 1945.8 

          S1  1972.3                                                                      1930.6 

          S2  1967.6                                                                      1908.8 

          R1  1980.6                                                                      1967.6 



          R2  1964.2                                                                      1982.8 

        MAX H 1988.9                                                                   1976.6 

        MAX L  1964.0                                                                   1867.1                                                                

        Range Projections 

        1974.1-1982.4 Primary                                                  1938.2-1975.2 

        1970.0-1978.3 Alternate                                                 1919.7-1956.7 

                          

         TVS 

        1979.2  HIGH                                                                     1952.3 

        1979.0  LOW                                                                     1930.9                                                                     

              

  

         TWO DAY 

        1991.2-1994.8  HIGH 

        1955.9-1959.5  LOW 

       OPG 1973.0                                                                         1934.0 

         H 1979.5                                                                          1961.0                                                      

         L 1971.2                                                                           1924.0 

         C1977.0                                                                           1952.4 

 

 

Thursday 21 August 2014 

 

Pyrrhic victories for bulls and bears 

 

 
 



 
 

 

good morning – today is series s2L  and the SPILL IS UP.Ok, we are still 

grinding up in wave iii of 3 .Anyone with REAL TIME ACCESS who did not LOOK UP July 9, 

2014 ,when given around 11 a.m. yesterday.and is a sardine seiner -TOUGH LUCK REWARDS 

THE LAZY.The BULLS got the 68 outcome (ESU14:CME) and that puts us on the edge as 

follows, 

LOOK UP THE WORD PYRRHIC , it is the best word I know for both camps currently AND 

especially  the BEARS at the TUNA LEVEL….WHY?… 

Yesterday we surpassed both  the ANNABETH CASH HII 1985.59 and the TRUNCATED 930 

cash hi on 7/29 at 1984.85.After nailing the 1808.5 APRIL 11 low for the RED(2) low and 

then exceeding the PRE-ID FLIP TO MORE BULLISH SCENARIO for the RED(3).We began 

SEARCHING  for the RED (3) at that time and gave cash targets of  1954 ,1968, 1986, and if 

we went through 2014 we would head to 2023 or 2028 with an ultimate possibility of 2035-

2070.We also looked for ANNABETH CENTERED 7/7  and LESLIE 7/24 as places for that RED 

(3) to be seen .NOW, from a mechanical perspective there are 3 possibilities from a pencil 

and eraser set 

perspective where that RED (3) was SEALED.The gap down day on 7/31 CONFIRMED THE 

SEAL of one of the 3 choices and the COMMENTARY  was clear to spell out where the 

monkey wrench was from a nano count as to why NOT JUST one of those specific choices 

could be settled upon.The run from 1955.58 cash on 7/17 to the LESLIE HIGH AT 1991.39 

was the WRENCH-is that rally 3 up or 5 up? 

WE PINPOINTED the ideal LOW for red (4) using a box on the chart and made one 

refinement 

to accommodate a DOUBLE ZIG ZAG BOTTOM also in everyone’s hands PRE-ID to the day.All 

the way up to the CURRENT CLOSE , the BEARS have kept having to move the ALT 

count  higher and higher as they struggled against the lean (going to RED(5) and new all time 

highs) and NOW due to ANNIE  and the TRIANGLE being killed, the BEAR case is both Pyrrhic 

and HOW MANY ANGELS CAN DANCE ON A PINHEAD…ANY BULL in the pencil and eraser set 



can now jam a 5 wave move into this rally, assign a red (5) by labeling the LESLIE as a B wave 

high (a count we favored  on the way down and they are mechanically valid if not RIGHT, 

OF COURSE , exceeding 1991.39 CASH kills all BEAR arguments and the 1904.78 cash low will 

be just another case of BEARS erroneously counting 5 down from one of the RED(3)’s 

instead of 3 DOWN.This has been a hallmark of many counters from 1560.33 cash NORTH 

when we nailed the TOO MANY EYES LOW. 

SO what if we don’t exceed 1991.39 cash ..This is still possible because the rally still looks 3 

UP ON A VERY NANO BEST EFFORTS BASIS…but as of yesterday even if this is not done it is 

Pyrrhic. 

Ok, bookends and lips are the same thing on a price band and both the prices on those 

bookends are FIBBO PRICES —I do not have time to take them to 5 digits exactos today but 

here are the current critical targets for red (5) : DOUBLE TOP , 1993-2007 , 2014!!!!!, 2017, 

2023.,2028, 2035-2070 BUT specifically 2050.5 and 2064.14 (exacto)…LET THE HONING 

BEGIN….SPOTS TA ROUNDIES –EXTRACT THE PRICES… SPOTS TA ROUNDIES, BARBARA 

GRACE opens today at NOON and closes Tuesday at NOON  as she turns a certain age on 

Saturday (she will be reading this–lol, and I have not received permission to post her 

age)..GUN TO HEAD I think she has a good shot at sealing blue 3 on the 15 min chart and 

l;esser odds of SEALING RED (5)–and sealing the red (5) HERE would be the PYRRHIC 

VICTORY the BULLS would face…exceeding 1991.39 cash of course makes the black B 

ALT  DOA ..PS, new all time high in futures yestersday = learn about FAIR VALUE and TIME 

DENEGRATION 

                 FV -2.84   NUMBAHS  S2L 08/21/ 2014  SEPT  2014 contract 

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1981.5                                                                 1945.8 

          S1  1977.2                                                                      1930.6 

          S2  1971.3                                                                      1908.8 

          R1  1987.4                                                                      1967.6 

          R2  1991.7                                                                      1982.8 

        MAX H 1997.6                                                                   1976.6 

        MAX 

L  1967.0                                                                   1867.1                                                                

        Range Projections 

        1979.4-1989.6 Primary                                                  1938.2-1975.2 

        1974.3-1984.5 Alternate                                                 1919.7-1956.7 

                          

         TVS 

        1985.7  HIGH                                                                     1952.3 

        1983.9  LOW                                                                     1930.9                                                     

                              

  

         TWO DAY 

        1995.5-1999.1  HIGH 

        1962.1-1965.7  LOW 

       OPG 1975.5                                                                        1934.0 

         H 1985.7                                                                          1961.0                                                      

         L 1975.5                                                                           1924.0 

         C1983.2                                                                           1952.4 



Friday 22 August 2014 

 

 

5 min SPX 

 

 
 

 

195 spx STERN 

 

 
 

 



good morning today is series s3L and the SPILL PRESSURE IS UP.. It is WILD 

CARD DAY..Yesterday was the 3rd in a row of POP DROP GRIND .This followed confirming 

the 1963 SPOT where the BULLS confirmed the LEAN after the MUST HOLD 1938.5 LOW test 

, all in the scenario of “HEY MASKED MAN, WHAT DOES THAT LITTLE RED BOX  with a RED 

(4) MEAN” (^GSPC:SNP) 

to the WHAT NEXT? 

LAST APRIL 2013 when we were trading down into  the 1536 CASH LOW I wrote ‘THERE IS 

NO BEAR COUNT WITHOUT OVERLAPPING 1471 CASH”…In real time I yesterday 

posted  ‘THERE IS NO BEAR COUNT FOR TOMORROW” on the chart going out 

for FRIDAY.IN PLAIN ENGLISH: if you are catching sardines there is always a BEAR available , 

in this case a move to iv of 3 or 4 …AT THE TUNA LEVEL there IS NOT A BEAR COUNT until 

one can lable the move up from 1904.8 cash 1900 ROUNDIE RTH LOW FUTURES.1891.5 

SPOT PEEAN TRAP , completed . (ESU14:CME) 

Yesterday we tagged the lower lip of the 1993-2007 CASH BAND.This band was given in the 

commentary Thursday and attached to a string of prices TO EXTRACT.If you did not extract 

those prices then in the words of GREG BUCK:”too bad, so sad, I’m glad, you’re mad.Once 

we hit the LOWER LIP 1993 we  stalled and stalled and stalled in the grind on a NORMAL but 

certainly NOT STRONG day.One thing for SURE 1989 SPOT is proving to be critical. 

There is a 195 min SPX chart with a stern  warning given It is also related to the prices given 

yesterday.More for Monday — 

Ok, today is YELLGHI DAY as Mrs. Yellen and Super Mario yap at 10 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. 

EASTERN respectively..SPOTS TA ROUNDIES– HAPPY BIRTHDAY BARBARA GRACE 8/23 

!!!!!!!!!!!!  Can you jam a 4 and 5 into your window??????? LOW ODDS but be aware.The 

window closes Tuesday at noon. 

FV -2.70   NUMBAHS  S3L 08/22/ 2014  SEPT  2014 contract2 

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1988.3                                                                 1945.8 

          S1  1985.1                                                                      1930.6 

          S2  1980.6                                                                      1908.8 

          R1  1992.8                                                                      1967.6 

          R2  1996.0                                                                      1982.8 

        MAX H  2000.5                                                                   1976.6 

        MAX 

L  1977.4                                                                   1867.1                                                                

        Range Projections 

        1986.7-1994.4 Primary                                                  1938.2-1975.2 

        1982.9-1990.6 Alternate                                                 1919.7-1956.7 

                          

         TVS 

        1991.5  HIGH                                                                     1952.3 

        1991.4  LOW                                                                     1930.9                                                     

                              

  

         TWO DAY 

        2003.8-2000.5  HIGH 

        1967.9-1965.7  LOW 

       OPG 1985.5                                                                        1934.0 



         H 1991.5                                                                          1961.0                                                      

         L 1983.8                                                                           1924.0 

         C1989.6                                                                           1952.4   

 

 

Monday 25 August 2014 

 

 
 

good morning – today is series s2H NORMAL and the SPILL 

PRESSURE  is DOWN.Ok, there is 1 chart in the BOX–same ole same ole 5 min 

SPX. Last Thursday the following was provided : 

-I do not have time to take them to 5 digits exactos today but here are the 

current critical targets for red (5) : DOUBLE TOP , 1993-2007 , 2014!!!!!, 2017, 

2023.,2028, 2035-2070 BUT specifically 2050.5 and 2064.14 (exacto).. 

The last time we had anything that looked like a blow off was in v of (3) of 

BLOOD RED  3 on the 

195 XP in your box last week that was titled STERN WARNING -it is the move 

from 1536.03  APRIL 19,2013 cash to 1687.18 CASH on the MAY 22, 2013 BILLY. 

The BANDS such as 1993-2007 have fibbo targets at each end of the BAND and 

often lesser fibbos in between.Another such band , and for the same reason as 

the one cited is the 2050.5 -2064.14 and that tight ban resides within a loose 

band of 2035-2070.UNLIKE TIMES when you can pinpoint a SPECIFIC PRICE 

such as the MIRABELLA 1811, BEN 1762, the CHINESE CATALYST, the 

NOSEBLEED LOW, sometimes you have to  contend with things like the 1808.5 

low which was the upper end of a BAND 1794-1908.5 These nuances are 

created by 



prior action, in this case these two prices : 1883.57 cash and 1897.28 cash. 

RIGHT NOW  price is in the lesser zone of targets created by the rally from 

1737.92 (the nosebleed low) to either 1883.57 or 1897.28’ the first pass at the 

lower lip 1993 cash had significance to that structure as well as an internal 

fibbo target created by the 1904.78 cash low. 

WHAT NEXT ??? We are trying to nail down BLOOD RED 3 , a high, to be 

followed by BLOOD 

RED 4 DOWN  then UP to Blood red (5) ..The drop From Thursday high looks to 

shallow to have been BLOOD RED 3 and looks best as iv of 3 at FRIDAY low or 

an even LESSER 4th. THE BEARS aint got nothing unless they can kill 1961.5 

YELL FUTURES to 1963 SPOT before I can count a completed blood red 3 . 

Bears will salivate over 666.79 x 3 and the BIG ROUNDIE 2000 AND they must 

get something that looks like a usable 5 up from 1904.78 BEFORE price take 

out 2014 CASH –the cash prices with all the exclamation  marks –yes, Virginia 

same as it was on the way up from 1814.36 to 1991.35 

SPOTS TA ROUNDIES –ps-for all those who though the 1973, 1978 SPOTS were 

going to be a TOP ,those SPOTS are now FIRST DECENT LARGER SUPPORT,as 

expected. 

FV -2.76   NUMBAHS  S2H NORMAL 08/25/ 2014  SEPT  2014 contract2 

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1986.9                                                                 1980.2 

          S1  1982.9                                                                      1969.0 

          S2  1978.1                                                                      1950.1 

          R1  1991.7                                                                      1999.1 

          R2  1995.7                                                                      2010.3 

        MAX H  2000.5                                                                  2029.2 

        MAX 

L  1974.1                                                                  1938.9                                                

                

        Range Projections 

        1980.5-1989.3 Primary                                                  1974.6-2004.7 

        1984.9-1993.7 Alternate                                                 1959.6-1989.7 

                          

         TVS 

        1991.5  HIGH                                                                     1991.5 

        1989.4  LOW                                                                     1992.1                              

                                                     

  

         TWO DAY 

        2002.0-2005.6  HIGH 



        1967.2-1970.8  LOW 

       OPG 1988.0                                                                        1963.0 

         H 

1990.8                                                                          1991.5                                           

           

         L 1982.0                                                                           1961.4 

         C1987.8                                                                           1987.8   

 
 

Tuesday 26th  August 2014 

 

S&P drop soon after 2000 reached 

 

 
 

good morning -today is series s3H and the SPILL is DOWN.There is a 5 

min chart SPX (^GSPC:SNP) in the BOX .We are trying to nail down the blood red 3 and head 

down to the bloodred 4. (ESU14:CME) The blood red 4 box is idealized pricing  and one must 

be aware of the shallow variant possibility for the .236 ..WHERE THE RUBBER MEETS THE 

ROAD , if you bought the RED 4 BOX, added at the 1938.5 MUST HOLD permission to leave 

on 8/15, and added again on the breakout of 1963 SPOT –ie THE BULLS COMMITTED AND 

CONFIRMED PRICES GIVEN IN ADVANCE at 1938.5 and 1963 THEN YOU NEED TO PUT YOUR 

THINKING CAP ON. 

WHY? cash prices were given ;last Thursday and reiterated yesterday ==SPOTS  were added 

at 2004.5 and 2011.5 as WELL –the first pass at the lower end of the band 1993-2007 

rejected price for what is now iii down to iv of 3 .There was another tight cluster within the 

14 handle band which was tagged yesterday .If the count is correct , then the drop to 

BLOOD RED 4 can begin anytime and should be from a price less than the 2007 cash 

MOE.The only surprise would be a move thought the 2014 cash area PRIOR  to blood red 4 

being nailed in place.So, do you want to LIFO some , raise stops, avoid the 4 al together , or 



just ride it out???  

SPOTS TA ROUNDIES…INVERTED T’S , lunch vs  a.m. high most critical feature of the day… 

     FV -2.59   NUMBAHS  S3H  08/26/ 2014  SEPT  2014 contract2 

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1995.7                                                                 1980.2 

          S1  1991.7                                                                      1969.0 

          S2  1988.6                                                                      1950.1 

          R1  1998.8                                                                      1999.1 

          R2  2002.8                                                                      2010.3 

        MAX H  1999.8                                                                  2029.2 

        MAX 

L  2000.4                                                                  1938.9                                                                

        Range Projections 

        1993.8-2000.9 Primary                                                  1974.6-2004.7 

        1990.3-1997.4 Alternate                                                 1959.6-1989.7 

                          

         TVS 

        1999.8  HIGH                                                                     1991.5 

        2000.4  LOW                                                                     1992.1                                                     

                              

  

         TWO DAY 

        2012.7-2016.3  HIGH 

        1976.2-1979.8  LOW 

       OPG 1995.8                                                                        1963.0 

         H 1999.8                                                                          1991.5                                                      

         L 1992.7                                                                           1961.4 

         C1994.9                                                                           1987.8   

 

 

 

Wednesday 27th August 2014 

 



 
 

 
 

 

good morning – today is series s4L slight iffy and the SPILL is 

UP.Yesterday’s chart took the count down to the sub-minuette level and 

those are the numbers found within { } marks. and provided the grist for real 

time comment “ blood red 3 possibly fixed”. If the count is right and not just 

mechanically valid then the market is headed to blood red 4. (ESU14:CME) 

There are a couple supportive pieces for this : the Meredith window closed at 

noon yesterday and the high is 1905.04 cash, barely within MOE for the 2007 

cited lip,and 11:30 a.m. 



By inference , the current larger count would only mark Meredith as a lesser 

swing play DOWN 

to the blood red 4 and a non-event on any higher high today.It also requires a 

movement of the 

overlap price down to 1944.9 CASH from 1964.04 cash.This is a sop thrown to 

the bears because until I can pin a tail on the  “(4) was right & now is FIND THE 

(5)” by assigning a (5) 

there literally is no BEAR COUNT of true importance.Now the subjective term 

here is “importance’ as sardine seiners set their lives around the sub-minuet-

which is why the last three sentences of yesterday commentary were: 

  

“ .If the count is correct , then the drop to BLOOD RED 4 can begin anytime 

and should be from a price less than the 2007 cash MOE.The only surprise 

would be a move thought the 2014 cash area PRIOR  to blood red 4 being 

nailed in place.So, do you want to LIFO some , raise stops, avoid the 4 all 

together , or just ride it out??? “ 

That’s all folks , as that paragraph and today’s commentary parameterize 

everything plain and simple SPOTS, TA, ROUNDIES … 

  FV -2.24   NUMBAHS  S4L SLIGHT IFFY  08/27/ 2014  SEPT  2014 contract 

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1999.7                                                                 1980.2 

          S1  1996.2                                                                      1969.0 

          S2  1983.9                                                                      1950.1 

          R1  2007.7                                                                      1999.1 

          R2  2004.9                                                                      2010.3 

        MAX H  2007.2                                                                  2029.2 

        MAX 

L  1990.7                                                                  1938.9                                                

                

        Range Projections 

        1997.8-2003.3 Primary                                                  1974.6-2004.7 

        1995.1-2000.6 Alternate                                                 1959.6-1989.7 

                          

         TVS 

        2002.5  HIGH                                                                     1991.5 

        2004.5  LOW                                                                     1992.1                              

                                                     

  

         TWO DAY 

        2017.0-2020.6  HIGH 



        1978.9-1982.5  LOW 

       OPG 1997.5                                                                        1963.0 

         H 

2002.5                                                                          1991.5                                           

           

         L 1997.0                                                                           1961.4 

         C1998.6                                                                           1987.8 

 

 
 

Tuesday 2nd September 2014 

 

Spill is down but big up week possible 

 

5min SPX 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



15Min SPX 

 
 

 

195 Min SPX  

 
 

 



good morning – today is series s2H NORMAL and the 

SPILL is DOWN. Whoever gets the a,m, turn right wins the Kewpie on 

the sardine level. (ESU14:CME) 

RIGHT NOW the most important feature on the chart is THIS RALLY 

from the weekly low last week at 1988.1 SPOO FUTURES and 1990.57 

SPX.It is obvious that the decline from the 2002.5 futures high @ 

2005.04 SPX is a 3 wave affair.Look at the 5 min PSX chart in your 

box: It is screaming out that this rally will be an expanded FLAT if we 

terminate in 3 waves up AND that the next drop will be 5 waves 

down to complete the EXPANDED in its 3-3-5 form.OF COURSE the 

‘B” HAS TO BE  a new all time high to qualify as part of an expanded 

flat.IF PRICE DOES NOT EXCEED 2005.04, cash don’t lie, then the 

market can still move down to complete blood red 4.   

NOW, if this rally advances  in 5 waves to new all time highs then the 

BLOOD RED 4 did indeed seal at 1990.82 cash , 1988.1 SPOO AND 

this is the most conservative opinion available.A more bullish  read 

and one that has to be acknowledged is simply that the drop from 

2005.04 to 1990.82 is too shallow to be blood red 4  and is a lesser 

degree 4 in stead. 

MOST IMPORTANTLY, if we do rally in 5 waves exceeding the all time 

high, then for the first time since Jan. 15 a decent case for the end of 

the rally with origin 1074.77 CASH Oct. 4, 2011 could be COMPLETE–

SEE THE 195 STERN WARNING CHART from last monday.I know there 

was a grudging  BIG ARSE III ‘possibility’  given on the TEPPER 

1897.28 CASH high Apr. 4, 2014, BUT IT WAS CONTINGENT UPON 

THRUST and that LEAN melted like snow 3 trading sessions intothe 

move and was replaced with the TRAFFIC LIGHT count that resulted 

in nailing the 1808.5 SPOT LOW, 1814.36 CASH LOW 

If we  begin declining then the only thing to STOP BIG ARSE 4 FROM 

BEING IN  MOTION would be the ADVANCE from 1904.78 would be 

simple: the degree of waves on the rally will have been of minute 

degree not minor degree and the the 5 waves up = a larger wave 1. 

NOW we can talk price: We have been working in a tight BAND from 

1993-2007 cash   with MOE amidst tightening ranges and volatility 

squeeze out. A move through 1909 cash MOE should result in a 



squirt  to 2014 CASH!!!!! MOE. As far as the SPOTS  2004.5 and 

2011.5 are concerned , they were assigned recently with FV in the -3 

neighborhood.This means that they will be probably overshot  by the 

denigration of FV to under -2..SPOTS ,M TA ROUNDIES…BIG WEEK 

FOR POTENTIAL CATALYSTS –beige book, DRAGHI, NFP … 

   FV -1.78   NUMBAHS  S2H NORMAL    09/02/ 2014  SEPT  2014 

contract 

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1998.6                                                                 1997.3 

          S1  1995.7                                                                      1992.2 

          S2  1989.8                                                                      1982.9 

          R1  2004.4                                                                      2006.6 

          R2  2007.3                                                                      2011.7 

        MAX H  2013.1                                                                  2021.0 

        MAX 

L  1987.0                                                                  1977.8                              

                                  

        Range Projections 

        1997.2-2005.9 Primary                                                  1994.8-

2009.2 

        1992.8-2001.5 Alternate                                                 1987.6-

2002.0 

                          

         TVS 

        2001.3  HIGH                                                                     2002.5 

        1998.7  LOW                                                                     2027.5            

                                                                       

  

         TWO DAY 

        2012.9-2016.5  HIGH 

        1978.0-1981.6  LOW 

       OPG 1998.5                                                                        1995.8 

         H 

2001.6                                                                          2002.5                          

                            



         L 1992.7                                                                           1988.1 

         C 2001.4                                                                          2001.4  

 

 

Wednesday 3rd September 2014 

 

 
 

good morning – today is series s3H and the SPILL IS 

DOWN– Yesterday was textbook until the 1998 was tagged in mid 

afternoon.This took the ball away from the Bears as the mid p.m. 

high was aberrant and the last hr low held its test in a soft sideways 

down move to the overlap of the prior high 1997.75. (ESU14:CME) 

The daily low was a simple double bottom of Friday at the lunch low , 

big spoo 1992.7..So much for the sardine stuff , we have bigger fish 

to fry–SEE CHART for the following : 

As previously stated , any price over 2005.04 CASH  will now 

mechanically qualify as the top of BIG ARSE III–so for all the gloom 

and doomers who have been consistently picking end of the world 

moments since 1074.77 cash AND especially since last years horse 

whooey form the 1929 DeMark crowd before the Mirabella even 

occurred 11/29 -2013 , or this years ‘oh my goodness, it is 1987 to a 

perfect fare thee well” –you may now begin looking for a top that 



will lead to a 10-20 percent correction unless you are in the  PRETZEL 

LOGIC CAMP and yall can whip out your trustY 1929 LABOR DAY high 

CHART AND BEGIN THE CHANT FOR A  c..sh. 

AND THAT FOLKS IS THE REASON FOR THE ASTERISK LABLE on the 

chart. 

It pays to extract the prices–look at the lesser highs from 1994.76 

forward  on the chart and read the following : 

Ok, bookends and lips are the same thing on a price band and both 

the prices on those bookends are FIBBO PRICES —I do not have 

time to take them to 5 digits exactos today but here are the current 

critical targets for red (5) : DOUBLE TOP , 1993-2007 , 2014!!!!!, 

2017, 2023.,2028, 2035-2070 BUT specifically 2050.5 and 2064.14 

(exacto)…LET THE HONING BEGIN 

It is obvious that the LIPS of the  1993-2007 have been greeted with 

‘some supply AND although not mentioned in the above 

commentary repost , the 2000.5  CASH  from another commentary 

provided supply as well. 

WHAT MATTERS NOW: 

1.If today we make a higher CASH high ERASE the A- B and the 

rectangle box –the only thing left would be a funky triangle. 

2.If we make a higher high  on cash and price exceeds 2010.15 cash 

then you are looking for iii of BLOOD RED 5 

3.If we don’t kill the 20066.12 and the upper lip of the 1993-2007 

band then the chart remains the same but a noose is slowly being 

lowered around the BULLS necks as they  will be stuck with the 

following : 

   A. if the move is as favored from 1990.82 to 2006.12 A 5 

WAVE  AFFAIR and we break the 1989 SPOT then ALL THE BULLS 

HAVE LEFT  is the need for the rally from 1904 to 2006 to be a 1 

through 5 wave sequence blood red 1,2,3,4,5 to b of 1 lesser degree 

than shown and the market will do a wave 2 DUMP 38-81 handles — 

so use this 1989 COMMITTED 1963 CONFIRMED  and KNOW FULL 

WELL THE  BEARS MUST ACTUALLY  KILL 1904.78 CASH  to 

be unequivocal about big arse 4 in motion . 



  B.The BULLS would actually fare better intermediate term if they 

get the drop to wave 2 low and NONE OF THE  PRICES above 2007 

cash upper lip have changed and are still DOABLE to seal the ibg arse 

3 –It is however time to begin the LOOKING agian for the first time 

since Jan 15 , 2014 CHINA …Nailing a turn is ACES  ,NAILING THE 

RECOGNITION POINT AND THE CATALYST THAT PROVIDES IT are $ in 

the bank..SPOTS TA ROUNDIes … 

  FV -1.57   NUMBAHS  S3H     09/03/ 2014  SEPT  2014 contract 

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1998.8                                                                 1997.3 

          S1  1993.7                                                                      1992.2 

          S2  1987.5                                                                      1982.9 

          R1  2005.0                                                                      2006.6 

          R2  2010.1                                                                      2011.7 

        MAX H  2016.3                                                                  2021.0 

        MAX 

L  1982.4                                                                  1977.8                              

                                  

        Range Projections 

        1990.6-2001.9 Primary                                                  1994.8-

2009.2 

        1996.3-2007.6 Alternate                                                 1987.6-

2002.0 

                          

         TVS 

        2004.0  HIGH                                                                     2002.5 

        1995.0  LOW                                                                     2027.5            

                                                                       

  

         TWO DAY 

        2012.7-2016.3  HIGH 

        1980.4-1984.0  LOW 

       OPG 2004.0                                                                        1995.8 



         H 

2004.0                                                                           2002.5                         

                             

         L 1992.7                                                                           1988.1 

         C 1999.8                                                                           2001.4   

 

 

Friday 5th September 2014 

 

Friday down on ECB, but bulls not dead 

 

 
 



 
 

good morning -today is series s1H and the SPILL is 79 DOWN 
with 21 UP…Hello NFP, Goodbye DRAHGI ..There were 3 basic 

variation coming into yesterday’s jump ball (ESU14:CME) : 

1.The red  B was sealed at wed high and a nano 1 down to the late 

day low wrapped up ‘i’ of 

C IF we got a positive response.This would create a bounce to the 

SPILL high where we would GAP AND CRAP.Because the immediate -

SEE 8:30 a.m.  eastern-  response to the 

DRAGHI was negative into the RTH opening and we were not trading 

below the prior close , the SPILL would still be up but could be seen 

as weak as long as a higher high above the 4.5 SPOT did not 

materialize  in the spill window.Anxious Bears were dead in the 

water by at 1806. 

2.The mid a,m, high was the next BEAR  opportunity for the high at 

‘e’  to complete a triangle. 

Price need to keep the 11.5 SPOT from being converted.Within 4 

minutes of the ROUNDIE rejection on the DOUBLE TOP  at 2010  a 

nano count  of completion was proffered with the 11.5 risk marker in 

place..WHAT WOULD BE NEEDED as the major tell was THRUST.This 

was done with price in a range from 2009-2009.5 



3.The idea that price could be in ‘iii’  and headed to the 2014 cash 

and beyond was door 3 

and required 2011..5  to BE CONVERTED. 

The market did a sharp 1 down followed by a series of lesser 1-2’s in 

what was the nascent 

wave 3 .The THRUST BEGAN  on the dropping out of the wedge and 

2004.5 was left stranded/////. 

                                ARE THE BULLS DEAD??? 

NO!!!! .. however for the 3rd time since Nov 29, 2013 (the other was 

the CHINESE drop from 1851 to 1737.92 cash) a firm LARGE ASS  3 

TOP with a defined risk marker 2011.17 CASH is not in place and the 

LEAN IS  BEARISH just as it was at the other 2 TOPS. 

A 10-20% correction is now expected just as a 7-12 percent 

correction was at those 2 other junctions……….IN BOTH the prior 

examples warnings of a large BOUNCE CORRECTION were issued and 

where the BULLS would regain control –they are now known as the 

BEN 

1762 ,1763 SPOT  at the low on DEC 18 2013 and the NOSEBLEED 

RALLY from 1732 also nailed in real time as was the BEN..TAKE THIS 

AS INOCULATION AGAINST THE FOLLOWING: 

1.Yesterday’s high is a series of minute waves from 1904.78 cash and 

we just completed wave 1 of BLOOD RED(5)–see rectangle on 15 min 

chart with blood red 2. 

2.I could have counted too fast on the rally from 1928 cash to 2005 

cash and be flat ass wrong . 

3.My least favored count of the FLAT red A-B and reverse UP off of 

C  is in place for minor blood red 4  and we hold the 1990.52 cash to 

a NON CONVERISON. 

SPOTS TA ROUNDIES…will go over much more for Monday — 

      FV -1.40   NUMBAHS  S1H     09/05/ 2014  SEPT  2014 contract 

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1999.4                                                                 1997.3 

          S1  1989.1                                                                      1992.2 

          S2  1980.6                                                                      1982.9 

          R1  2007.9                                                                      2006.6 



          R2  2018.2                                                                      2011.7 

        MAX H  2026.7                                                                  2021.0 

        MAX 

L  1970.3                                                                  1977.8                              

                                  

        Range Projections 

        1985.0-2003.8 Primary                                                  1994.8-

2009.2 

        1994.4-2013.2 Alternate                                                 1987.6-

2002.0 

                          

         TVS 

        2009.8  HIGH                                                                     2002.5 

        1991.7  LOW                                                                     2027.5            

                                                                       

  

         TWO DAY 

        2011.0-2014.6  HIGH 

        1985.2-1989.8  LOW 

       OPG 2002.5                                                                        1995.8 

         H 

2009.8                                                                           2002.5                         

                             

         L 1991.0                                                                           1988.1 

         C 1997.8                                                                           2001.4 

 

 

 

Monday 8th September 2014 

 

Stocks will rise week before expiration 

 



 
 

 
 

good morning – today is series s4h and the SPILL 

PRESSURE is DOWN..Friday was one of those SWEET days on 

many trading levels: the BEARS made the first pass at the RTH 1989 

SPOT, the COMMITTED SPOT  and the bulls immediately went after 

the double digit move that was satisfied at 1998.25 ( the 1998 SPOT). 

(ESU14:CME) 



 

After that is where the slight surprise began -surprised by the 

strength of the UP  on passing through the 2000.25-2002.5 (2002.5 

Thursday Opening and critical breakthrough on DRAGHI DAY.The 

slight part of the surprise was the fact that price simply followed the 

NORMAL outcome odds.When all was said and done price rallied to 

the lower lunch high from Draghi day at 2006.5 

Ok, nano EW: my least favored pattern coming into Friday-see 

commentary-was the expanded flat and YES it could be exactly what 

happened.Of course FLATS are 3-3-5 formations and bears will see 

that 5 as wave one down of a larger correction.HOW CAN A FLAT  fit 

the count  with the chart  showing an ascending triangle from 

1990.52 to 2011.5? 

IT CAN NOT–It would be a case where b-c-d of the triangle were 

actually an expanded flat B wave  making 2006.12 the a and 1998.14 

the b of 1 degree larger and the all time high the c for the 2nd 3 of 

the 3-3-5. 

SO –WHAT NEXT? 

This week opens the 8 days of EXPIRY on WED and ROLLOVER comes 

on THURSDAY for the quad expriry on SEPT. 19 .You may or may not 

want to look at the past 3 quad exipiry moves for the 2 week period 

prior to the actual expiration Friday. 

IF the bulls kill the prior high at 2011.17 and the BEARS don’t reverse 

that IMMEDIATELY by keeping price under the  MOE level of 2016.89 

(to the penny projection 2014.89) then price is high odds headed to 

the 2028.5 – 2035  CASH with a big fibbo at  2030.22–there should 

be speed bumps at 2023.5 and 2028.5 cash along the way and ALL 

OF THIS   has been given in prior commentaries. 

AS FOR THE BEARS, they NEED price to convert the 1998 SPOT to 

the  WEEKLY PIVOT ZONE  2001.6 to resistance RAPIDLY and then 

accelerate on a BACK THOUGH of the 1989 SPOT in order to get the 

ball rolling towards the 1963 CONFIRMATION SPOT..the rest is 

SPOTS TA ROUNDIES –NORMAL LINKSTINK WEDGE ZOOM –Normal 

favors the BULLS but if we break and convert 1998 be alert for the 

other 2 possibilities basis how the real time action is rolling out. 



 FV -1.40   NUMBAHS  S1H     09/05/ 2014  SEPT  2014 contract 

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   2000.5                                                                 2001.6 

          S1  1994.5                                                                      1993.4 

          S2  1983.0                                                                      1980.8 

          R1  2012.0                                                                      2014.2 

          R2  2018.0                                                                      2022.4 

        MAX H  2029.5                                                                  2035.0 

        MAX 

L  1977.0                                                                  1972.6                              

                                  

        Range Projections 

        1997.2-2014.7 Primary                                                   1997.5-

2018.3 

        1988.8-2006.3 Alternate                                                 1987.1-

2007.9 

                          

         TVS 

        2009.8  HIGH                                                                     2009.8 

        1989.2  LOW                                                                      2011.3           

                                                                        

  

         TWO DAY 

        2009.0-2012.6  HIGH 

        1982.9-1986.5  LOW 

       OPG 1995.7                                                                          2004.0 

         H 

2006.5                                                                           2009.8                         

                             

         L 1989.0                                                                           1989.0 

         C 2006.0                                                                           2006.0 

 

 

 
 

 



Tuesday 9th September 2014 – Wedge Zoom Day  

 

 
 

 
 

good morning -today is series s1L and the SPILL is 79 UP with 21 

DOWN -Yesterday the NORMAL outcome was dead in the water at 10:13 a.m. 

eastern standard leaving us with either a LINK STINK or WEDGE ZOOM  day — 

bottom line: TEXTBOOK WEDGE ZOOM. 

Friday low of day 1989 SPOT,Monday 1994 SPOT…In Bull grinds the ZOOM 

portion often begins with a pop then begins the wheezy grind , yesterday was 



about  halfway in between but failed to retake the 2003.5 OPENING, a slight 

nod to the wheezy. 

More importantly, it was an inside range day that produced a nothing burger 

with lettuce outcome. The impact to the charts is simple: 

On the 15 min chart  the BULLS see v=3 blue 2005.04 to red C =4??? as an 

expanded FLAT, yesterday a i up -see 5 min chart -and ii down and today they 

look for a breakout as doable in a iii UP.The BEARS of course see the rally from 

the 1990.1 CASH low as a red B or (a) of B and either way 2011.17 as SEALED 

.Their preferred outcome is to begin the acceleration phase DOWN today  and 

counting their chickens that 1990.1 is killed. 

Unless we get a sideways bracket compressed range day that is waiting on 1 st 

day of expiry tomorrow (usually with a trending feature)  then today has plenty 

of potential to either be an A or V day with the right hand side of the A or V 

being the stronger leg. OF COURSE THE TWO MOST IMPORTANT prices are 

1990.1 and 2011.17, 

On a slightly larger time frame –middle of the road bar times 15-45 min — we 

have been in AV mode since 8/22 and are trying to complete the arcing 

process to find the RECOGNITION point AS TO RATHER WE DO the ZOOM out 

ofthe arc or DUMP into the 2 BOX by dropping out of the ARC—SPOTS TA 

ROUNDIES .. 

       FV -1.11   NUMBAHS  S1H     09/09/2014  SEPT  2014 contract 

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   2000.0                                                                 2001.6 

          S1  1994.6                                                                      1993.4 

          S2  1988.50                                                                      1980.8 

          R1  2006.1                                                                      2014.2 

          R2  2011.5                                                                      2022.4 

        MAX H  2017.6                                                                  2035.0 

        MAX 

L  1983.1                                                                  1972.6                                                

                

        Range Projections 

        1991.6-2003.1 Primary                                                   1997.5-2018.3 

        1997.3-2008.8 Alternate                                                 1987.1-2007.9 

                          

         TVS 

        2003.4  HIGH                                                                     2009.8 

        1998.5  LOW                                                                      2011.3                             

                                                      

  



         TWO DAY 

        2014.0-2017.6  HIGH 

        1981.9-1985.5  LOW 

       OPG 2003.5                                                                          2004.0 

         H 

2005.5                                                                           2009.8                                          

            

         L 1994.0                                                                           1989.0 

         C 2000.6                                                                           2006.0   

 
 

 

 

Wednesday 10th September 2014 

 

SPILL is DOWN  

 

 
 



 
 

good morning-today is series s2L very slightly iffy and the SPILL IS 

DOWN. (ESU14:CME) Rather than recap the day , I will focus on two things: the GAP 

between 1999 and 2000.6 and the rally to the APPL announcement =IF WE ARE in the very 

very early stages of big arse 4 the market needs to see some EXPANDED RANGES SOON and 

NOTICE how the counter rallies such as yesterday REALLY ZOOM but then turn on a dime 

after little topping — this is a signature of ‘b’ waves in bear legs .As to the GAP — FROM 

MONDAY commentary:” 

 

 

“AS FOR THE BEARS, they NEED price to convert the 1998 SPOT to the  WEEKLY PIVOT 

ZONE  2001.6 to resistance RAPIDLY and then accelerate on a BACK THOUGH of the 1989 

SPOT.” 

                       then this from last Friday 

 

 

for the 3rd time since Nov 29, 2013 (the other was the CHINESE drop from 1851 to 1737.92 

cash) a firm LARGE ASS  3 TOP with a defined risk marker 2011.17 CASH is now in place 

and the LEAN IS  BEARISH just as it was at the other 2 TOPS. 

1.Yesterday’s high is a series of minute waves from 1904.78 cash and we just completed 

wave 1 of BLOOD RED(5)–see rectangle on 15 min chart with blood red 2. 

2.I could have counted too fast on the rally from 1928 cash to 2005 cash and be flat ass 

wrong . 

SYNOPSIS: 

Look at the blue arrow on the 5 min SPX and the .236 retrace –these are normal supports , 

one is a retrace back to the prior lesser 4th and the other a simple .236 fibbo retrace.THIS is 

the I AM DEAD ASS WRONG statement from Friday and I have counted too fast and the we 

will assign a blood red c at yesterday’s low or only very  slightly lower.If we do a normal s2h 

with any range expansion this alternative will be killed today. 



The scalloping top if you are a bear is at a sort of put up shut up moment now–TOPS FORM-

this one similar to the LESLIE high has taken 4 days to get moving and yesterday was the 

back through of the 1989 COMMITTED–HEY BEARS, you need an event of sorts and you 

need to put up or shut up  with a very normal s2H and preferably an expanded range dump.. 

LASTLY , you have had a red box on the 15 min chart since last Friday … I have placed it on th 

5 min as well — they are exactly the same, don’t let the width of scale fool you…I have 

placed a grey smaller box within the the box in the event a proper look transpires that 

would allow for a wave 4 low not a wave 2 — YOU CAN BET IF WE DO MAKE ALL TIME 

HIGHS again without killing 1957.98 CASH I will be antsy as heck about rather the low were a 

3 or a 4 –I will lean 4 if from the grey and lean 2 from any turn below 1957.98 that produces 

new highs without killing 1904.78 cash first — and I will be talking out both sided of mouth 

if the low is established between the grey and the 1957.98 cash … 

SPOTS TA ROUNDIES ….PS TOMORROW IS ROLLOVER 

FV -.94   NUMBAHS  S2H very slight iffy    09/10/2014  SEPT  2014 contract 
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Thursday 11 September 2014  

 

Wild card day with early rally 

 

 

 



 
 

good morning-today is series s3L WILD CARD DAY and the spill pressure 

is UP. (ESU14:CME) Ok, day  1 of the EXPIRY window possessed the trending feature that 

is the usual expectation.It was hard to see how we could have a very slightly IFFY outcome 

that would require a FLIP following the action on Tuesday. Suffice to say it was the recovery 

of the 1989 (it had been sliced and diced) spot late that day  and even more so the timing on 

the 3 push up move ..still all in all it only warranted a very slight iffy caveat. 

The flip became a real possibility on the print of 1987.25 and was undeniable on the print of 

1990.25 when the flip was given in real time. 

The BULLS will  see this from YESTERDAY’S commentary :”then we will assign a blood red c 

at yesterday’s low or only very  slightly lower”–yesterday we took out the Tuesday low by 

1.69 SPX handles.The BULLS will therefore see the decline as completed and on our ways to 

new all time highs from yesterday liow AFTER a blue 2 is completed.This would require the 

low yesterday to remain sacrosanct.The BEARS of course are following the blood red or true 

red count. 

Today iss ROLLOVER ad all the prices in the NUMBAHS MATRIX are DEC prices.At this 

juncture it is often a job of mental juggling to segregate the key prices  that have been 

engrained as regards the SEPTERBER  prices -this is why so much emphasis isplaced upon 

the CASH in the EW announcement and the first price in the tagline for the matrix is always 

FAIR VALUE(FV) ..THE SIMPLE TRICK IS THIS: adjuste the SEPT futures -8 handles to DEC 

prices and adjust the CASH reletive DEC -9.22  and by all means use the SPOTS TA AND 

ROUNDIES.I massage the SPOTS, usually 1 or 2 at the most at rollover, however it took me 4 

lableing , saving , relableing, add lableing to the 5 min spx to get all the infro on it I wanted; 

therefore, no time to do the adjustment research –it will happen thois weekend. 

SPOT TA ROUNDIES 
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Friday 12th September 2014 

 

the markets are a hot mess 

 

Good morning -today is series s4H and the SPILL is DOWN in the emini S&P 500 

futures (ESZ14:CME). Since identifying  the top on Sept.4 at the market has been in a 

slow  motion WHIPPY grind down.The first drop and rally look like mirrored images of one 

another  and count best as 4 wave moves BUT the rally part can not be and therein lies the 

rub.  If that is a 3 then the drop may be as well==UGH. 

The leaves us looking at either a possible triangle forming OR my more favored a complex 

series of ZIG ZAGS –WHAT REALLY MATTERS though, as both will  favor the SAME 

OUTCOME, is: 

1.DID the LOW come in on 9/10 at 1973.7 DEC. , 1982.99 SPX 

OR 

2.DO WE HAVE ONE MORE low in front of us before setting up a failing snap back rally 

OR 

2.If that drp materializes will the FOCB moment  favor the BULLS again, this is a triangle 

,and  price ZOOMS  to new all time highs? 

NOT MUCH HELP , but it does seem obvious we are going to RALLY  in blue 3 into the next 

YELL or we get the DUMP on the weekend transition and bounce into the JUMP BALL THAT 

WE KNOW IS GOING TO OCCUR  for the 2 p.m. announcement next WED. 

In my kids’ vernacular we have a HOT MESS  that  BOTTOMED WED and puts the BULLS in 

MUST PERFORM needing the market to accelerate in the move to blue 3 OR do we drop into 



the GREY BOX on the weekend transition creating the REAL FOCB, where we drop out of the 

WEDGE or take off  to new highs at 2104/16 cash, 2023.5 , or 2028.5 -2035… 

SPOTSTA ROUNDIES–yesterday we did the 1978.5 and 1989 spots within noise and TODAY 

we get the NORMAL( keep moving higher to X or 3; WEDGE ZOOM , or the LINK STINK ( go 

to the GREY BOX-)—SPOTS TA ROUNDIES… 
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Monday 15th September 2014 

 

Monday weakness in stocks 

 



 
 

 
 

good morning -today is series s3H NORMAL and the SPILL IS DOWN- 

Friday’s wedge zoom was WEAK, the inability to tag 1978 (SPOT 1978.5) late in 

the day was speaking loudly of possible more weakness to come. (ESZ14:CME) 

THIS WEEK: 

1.OPTIONS EXPIRY–tends to skew up but when a down week can be very 

strong down. 

2.A NEW YELL a 2 p.m. WED to replace the 1961.5 ( and that 1961.5-1963 SPOT 

is once 



  again a BIG DEAL. 

3..SCOTLAND REFERENDUM- 

4.Alibaba 

Everyone knows just like FACEBOOK AND TWITTER, you are supposed to sell 

the market on the event … HMMM, when everyone knows it , my experience is 

to BEWARE OF THE OPPOSITE. 

For me the matrix  involving SCOTLAND/YELLEN Wed , Thurs is the more critical 

CATALYST situation.It will play out WED AND THURS this way: 

NEG-NEG 

POS-POS 

POS-NEG 

NEG POS 

With that in mind — the trading from HERE to 2 p.m. WED will be a case of 

rather the BEARS can convert 1963 SPOT-THE BEARS CONFIRMED TO THE 

MOVE SPOT, given a few days BEFORE the ALL TIME HIGH, is the essential tell 

and will be as well coming out of the duel event WED/THURS 

On the BULLS side the BULLS need to fix a low TODAY  and probably no later 

than tomorrow then make hay and rather they get to bale the hay or not will 

be the 2 events WED THURS . 

The MOST CRITICAL price that needs converted to hard support is 1994 SPOT. 

With that in mid , go with BULLS committed 1983, CONFIRMED 1994 to target 

NEW ALL TIME HIGHS. 

THERE ARE CERTAINLY cracks in the market showing up everywhere technically 

which are pointing towards a decline; however,it is still very possible to run 

this market one more time to highs –if everything comes out negative then I 

would expect the weekly range expansion TONE SHIFT would see us knocking 

on the 1904 cash door by the 3rd anniversary of the BIG ARSE 3 UP which came 

on 10/04/2011…If the events are positive then it leads the way to the 2014 

MOE CASH and we have prices above there at 2021 cash, 2023.5 cash , 2028.5 

cash, 2030.5 cash, and the lower lip of the 2035-2070 BAND..ANY ONE OF 

THESE could TOP big arse 3 if I counted the rally from 1904.78 cash too fast —

yes, that is the reason for placing a 4 in the grey box.If the positive outcome 

does occur my favored price target in the grouping above hone in on the 

2023.5-2035 cash zone. 

BOTTOM LINE: RANGES ARE EXPANDING, EVERYONE IS BACK FROM HOLIDAYS, 

BIG CATALYST POTENTIAL THIS WEEK, as Robert Johnson said: i WENT TDOWN 

TO THE CROSSROADS”  SPOTS TA ROUNDIES. 
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Wednesday 17 September 2014 

 

Jump Ball Day 

 

5 Min SPX  



 
 

5Min SPX   THE YELL 

 
 

 

15 Min SPX Visual Perspective  



 
 

good morning – today is series s1H and the SPILL is 79 down with 21 

up — JUMP BALL DAY , AKA THE YELL …FUTURES CLOW 1991.5 , FAIR 

VALUE to cash-8.25 = 1999.75 cash =20000 BIG ROUNDIE CASH JUMP BALL — 

The BIG BEAR MARKER is still in place at   2011.17 CASH ,2009.8 FUTURES 

INSTRUMENT  all time high ,. and 2001.9 FUTURES FROT MONTH HIGH.. 

Bulls have their committed 1983 SPOT , CONFIRMED 1994 SPOT;Bears have 

their 1989 SPOT committed with risk marker  2011.17 cash in place since 09/05 

, the day after the top; however they have failed to tag the 1963 SPOT to 

confirm their all in on the trip south. 

Many in the  pencil and eraser set will count the down move as a leading 

diagonal triangle wave 1 ,I vehemently disagree.Triangles are a series of 5 

three wave moves and my eyes see the movie containing several 5 wave not 3 

wave moves.This is  irrelevant to the nearby outcome .MOVE THE CONFIRMED 

up to the 1972.5 SPOT for the BEARS, assuming we do not take out the all time 

highs first and REALIZE as previously stated THE UNEQUIVOCAL PRICE TO SAY 

WE ARE IN BIG ARSE 4 REQUIRES A BREAK OF 1904.78 CASH. 

iF WE MAKE ALL TIME HIGHS AGAIN RESULTING IN THE UUMPTEENTH BEAR 

SOAP DROP, the label for the low at 1978.49 CASH  will be the BLUE 4 in the 

grey turned to cream for better visuals box on the chart you have been 

receiving daily since 9/5.IF PRICE EXCEEDS 2035 CASH that assignment will be 

changed to a BLUE 2 at the low.At this juncture there are some eerie 

relationships with the BIG ARSE 1 in percentage terms that will be discussed 

for Monday.If these relationships hold true to the bitter end then it will require 

NEW ALL TIME HIGHS and the termination will come in the 2047-2051 cash 



zone and probably dumbfound many current projections from the pencil and 

eraser set. 

OK, if  BIG ARSE III is sealed  , yesterday’s rocket shot is a B wave and the BEAR 

MARKER 

will  remain sacrosanct– more importantly , a trip to the 1920’s in cash 

dependent on what price B seals should be on tap quickly –ON THAT TRIP the 

only door available and left to the BULLS  would be a deep BLUE 2 .It is 

important to understand that THINGS NEED TO TRACK  and when they do not 

then almost always the information you are receiving  is far more important 

than when they are tracking.This means Bears darn well better be dumping BIG 

TIME or you need to have your antennae up for a possible BLUE 2 . 

POS- POS –NEW HIGHS 

NEG NEG –back through 1983 first minor tell , 1972.5 committed , needs to be 

trading 1920’s first week of Oct and probably sooner. 

Neg Positive- needs to hold the low from yesterday , ie the 1972.5 to a tag an 

quick reversal up.low end and preferable reverse from a higher place such as 

1983 SPOT. 

Pos-Neg –will require assessing today as to rather or not we are close to 

2011.17 cash. 

Three chart in the box — current spx 5 min cash and old one showing the 

DOWN to the 9/15 with ‘looking for it beginning 9/11 -SPOTS TA ROUNDIES… 
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Thursday 18th September 2014 

 

 
 

good morning – today is series s2L VERY VERY IFFY and the SPILL IS UP-long 

term buddies know you can’t fill the fingers with one hand the times I have not expressed a 

LEAN coming into a day –heck a doodle, I gots an opinion on darn near everything — I AM 

THAT FLUMMOXED THIS MORNING–I will say this , whoever gets the a.m. turn right gets the 

KEWPIE and from there the only 2 issues are: tuesday noon to thursday noon expiry week 

EXPECT SHOVE OUTS on times AND an aberrant mid p.m. PRICE movement may need 

close watch. 

OK, the whole world KNOWS big IPOS= TURNS IN THE MARKET –when the whole world 

knows something , you need to KEEP YOUR ANTENNAE UP… 



NOW FOR THE PENCIL AND ERASER SET –We took out the all time high on DEC futures 

(ESZ14:CME), we are still 7.3 under the instrument all time high at 2009.8..and for the MOST 

IMPORTANT PRICE the following: 

1.CASH DON’T LIE , FUTURES DO 

2.We have enough in place at nano level to call  a TRUNCATED 5TH , IF AND ONLY IF we are 

doing the 2012  9-14 to 10-18 type top and  WED. was 10/5 -SEE DAILY CHARTS 

3.IF WE GET THROUGH 2011.17 cash on any momentum we have a long standing larger 

fibbo at 2014+ cash  BUT the shallowness of BLUE 4 and the wave structure extrapolate 

higher prices than the 2014+ IF 2011.17 is killed…. THE 2018.6 CASH +,- MOE is first on tap. 

3.The BLUE 4 will be replaced by a BLUE 2 at 1978.48 CASH IF price exceeds 2035 cash 

4.There are at least 3 ways to assign the nano high yesterday from minute wave 1 of minor 

wave 5 , a COMPLETED TRUNCATED 5th, even an expanded wave flat and lastly a hyper 

bullios nano time frame 1-2, i-ii that would require a zoom KILL of the truncated theme. 

NOW FOR SCOTLAND– I had an exchange with FM the FROGMAN earlier as regards 

SCOTLAND: the gist was, the SCOTS will vote no UNLESS the BRIT upper rust presses then 

too hard not to secede inhee final throws of the race as SCOTS can have very stiff backs, 

love a good fight, and are quite obstinate in nature —   you may or may not want to read 

ANDY MURRAY, the tennis SCOT ,TWEET — this is going to be a barn burner and it id not 

have to be — GOOD SHOW BRITS– SCOTLAND FOREVER 

SPOTS ROUNDIES TA   
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Friday 19th September 2014 

no joy for the bears 

 

 
 

good morning – today is series s3H iffy, but not nearly as iffy as 

yesterday — Ok, today is quadruple EXPIRY, ALIBUBBA, APPLE RETAIL, and INVERTED T’S 

WITH AT LEAST ONE GOOD DOWN for the sardine player…BUT MAINLY , the BEARS 

DROPPED THE SOAP AGAIN..(ESZ14:CME) 

EVEN with the SOAP drop ,which I am seeing as more similar  to the MIRABELLA 1813.55 

cash back through headed up to 1850 cash and the top of major 3 ,there is a silver lining for 

the BEARS.The market is showing fissures on larger time frames indicative of a large 

correction coming.As always pinpoint the high will probably require a series of probes. 

The box placed on the 5 min chart  since 9/5 commentary that gave the two alternatives to 

big arse 3  being sealed will be compressed on Monday , showing just the cream portion.The 

lean is: we are in blue 5 UP  and the first big fibbo for that count is 2018.6 cash..very close to 

the 2011.5 assignment for the SPOT  on futures. 

I have take a conservative bullish posture as regards where to flip to the BLUE 2 low sealed 

at 1978.48 cash from the favored 4  as given yesterday at 2035 cash.ALSO, as given early in 

the week there is a deal that will be in Monday’s commentary that hones in on 2047-251 

cash 

due to some eerie resemblance in percentages to the big arse 1 move from 666.79-1370.58. 

Underneath. it should be obvious now that 1998 spot is first support and the YELL 1992.5 to 

1994 spot  is  where the BEARS will probably be claiming victory once again BUT killing 

1978.48 rather than having to go all the way to 1904.78 cash is WHERE THEY really can 

begin to open their mouths again. 

HONING-BEARS need a GAP AND CRAP , lunch to preferably be lower than the am. high , or 

an aberrant move to the mid p.m. low. Friday’s typically book square UP.SPOTS SPOT SPOTS 

and roundies.. Yesterday in compression the market played  1998 and 2004.5 — 

TODAY  with all the expiry undercurrents first and last hour ,.coupled with 



SCOTLAND  sticking with the UK widens that view to use 1998 to 2021.5 SPOTS and WORKIN 

… 
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Monday 22nd September 2014 

 

Bears have the edge today 

 



 

 
 

good morning – today is series s2L NORMAL — another week , another new alll time 

high, another REINFORCEMENT of the SPECIAL commentary “THE PROBLEM WITH BIG ARSE 

3’S”. 

On 9/4 in real time, a possible high for BIG ARSE 3  was Id’d within 7 min after occurrence. 

The chart  for 9/5 reflected the BIG III and the commentary made STRONG suggestions that 

the 2011.17 cash high, 2009.8 front month spoo was the BEST possibility for BIG  III to be 

SEALED since January 15, 2014.MARKERS for tracking the BEAR lean were given as 1989 

SPOT committed and 1963 SPOT confirmed THE DAY BEFORE THE TOP.MORE IMPORTANTLY 

a box was attached showing where the BEARS would drop the soap again between Sept 11-

15 if they FAILED TO TRACK. 



As the ensuing wedge down formed , it was reiterated that the BEARS NEEDED TO PERFORM 

with a dump  (3rd wave ir kicking off 3 of C)  must ensue or the BEARS were having 

issues.Too many eyes on the 1970 cash .382  ENDED UP BEING THE BEAR slayer as the DOW 

bottomed on Friday 9/12 and tHE SPX followed suit in 9/15. 

The COMMITTED AND CONFIRMED for the BULL ALTERNATES were given as 1983 SPOT and 

1994 SPOT. and special emphasis on Yellen and Scotland emphasized as the next CATALYSTS 

for outcome. Janet burnt BEARS AGAIN.The good folks of Caledonia were rewarded with a 

GAP AND CRAP on Friday.. 

HONING and WHAT NEXT. Fridays’ gap and crap produced a weak variant of the s3H .IT 

CONTAINED an almost obligatory TRAPPING OF THE PEEANS at  2014.5 by the 2015 SPOT.–

see 1803.25 and 1890 at the 4/11 and 8/07 LOWS. 

You have two charts in the boX-5 MIN spx AND  15 min , very simply: 

1.The 5 up from the 1978.38 low is exactly within .66 MOE of the PRICE for the next big 

fibbo given in the commentary @ 2018.6 cash where 1=5 ( 1 is 1904.78-1944.9) ..THIS HIGH 

ON FRIDAY CAN ONCE AGAIN BE CONSTRUED as the TOP OF BIG ARSE III basis EW  as a 

stand alone.It makes the 1978.48 cash low very critical. 

2.Friday’s high can be a nano 5 up = wave 1 of larger degree and argues for at least 2 more 

NICE ALL TIME HIGHS..This outcome has a CURRENTLY VISIBLE (as price and structure unfold 

, it may be refined) projection of 2084.87 CASH and suggest a blow off type move, 

something we have only seen since 1074.78 cash low on the move to the billy from 1530 

cash to 1687 cash  MAY 22 , 2013. 

3.The third door was mentioned in the COMMENTARY  last week and the eerie look at the 

big arse 1 look fro 666.79 to the 1370.58 or 1356.48 TRUNCATED high. The next big FIBBO 

above USING ONLY THE LATEST LEG from 1904.78 cash , is at 2044.23 cash MOE and should 

end as a 3 wave structure from the 1978.48 low  to be followed by a 3 down and one last 3 

up .It is that 3 up that gives the 2047-2051 zone given last week. PS unless 1978.48 cash is 

broken first I am if the opinion that Friday did NOT seal the high for big arse III regardless of 

it being my dad’s 88th birthday .I believe it will have sealed a short term high on Friday, 

SPOTS TA ROUNDIES 
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Range Projections 

1994.2-2008.2 Primary                                                   1987.3-2029.1 

2001.2-2015.2 Alternate                                                 1966.4-2008.2 

TVS 

2012.5  HIGH                                                                   2012.5 

2005.5  LOW                                                                    1983.8 

TWO DAY 

2018.5-2022.1  HIGH 

1966.4-2008.2  LOW 



OPG  2010.5                                                                        1977.8 

H 2012.5                                                                          2012.5 

L 1998.5                                                                          1970.7 

C 2003.8                                                                          2003.8 

 

 

 

Tuesday 23rd September 2014 

 

Bears still dominate stocks 

 

 
 

 



good morning-today is series s3H and the SPILL is DOWN– Ok, the Bears won the 

KEWPIE when the LEAN flipped -see 11:17-that occurrence makes the following the big 

question to be answered as regards the 3 choices laid out in yesterday’s commentary (you 

may or may not want to keep THAT COMMENTARY): 

“PS unless 1978.48 cash (^GSPC:SNP) is broken first I am if the opinion that Friday did NOT 

seal the high for big arse III regardless of it being my dad’s 88th birthday .I believe it will 

have sealed a short term high on Friday,” 

The BEARS did some real damage yesterday but in the boy cried wolf category they have 

been the masters of disaster and MUST PERFORM.They have a larger fibbo match at the all 

time high; cracks have been showing technically in several indices since the LESLIE high at 

1991.35 cash on 7/24; and they do have another viable count for the top as given . 

The BULLS do not accomplish diddley until they convert the YELL at 1992.5 (ESZ14:CME) and 

near term resistance is at the SPOT 1989 which encompasses the 1988 last hour high and 

the daily pivot at 1989.4– 

The big deal today from a normal perspective will be rather or not the lunch hi is lower than 

or greater than the a.m. high and close on its’ heels will be signs of an weak last hour high 

vvs a strong last hour high as BEAR moves in progress and not interrupted  by nosebleed B 

wave rallies are often found to contain last HOUR selling. 

       FV -7.83   NUMBAHS  S3H NORMAL 09/23/2014  DEC  2014 contract 

  

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1989.4                                                                 1995.7 

  

          S1  1979.9                                                                      1978.8 

  

          S2  1973.6                                                                      1953.9 

  

          R1  1995.7                                                                      2020.6 

  

          R2  2005.2                                                                      2037.5 

  

        MAX H  2012.5                                                                 2062.4 

  

        MAX 

L  1985.5                                                                 1937.0                                                                

        Range Projections 

  

        1976.8-1992.6 Primary                                                   1987.3-2029.1 

  

        1984.7-2000.5 Alternate                                                 1966.4-2008.2 

                          

         TVS 

        2012.5  HIGH                                                                   2012.5 

        1985.5  LOW                                                                    1983.8                                                      

                             

  

         TWO DAY 



  

        2003.0-2006.6  HIGH 

        1975.2-1978.8  LOW 

  

       OPG  1998.5                                                                        1977.8 

         H 1998.8                                                                          2012.5                                                      

         L 1983.0                                                                          1970.7 

         C 1986.3                                                                          2003.8   

 

 
 

Wednesday 24th September 2014 

S&P bulls face test at support 

 

 

 



 
 

good morning – today is series s4L  and the SPILL IS UP in the emini S&P 500 

futures (ESZ14:CME).First lets get yesterday out of the way as this is what happened with 

commentary in BOLD and synopsis in italics : 

The BULLS do not accomplish diddley until they convert the YELL at 1992.5 and near term 

resistance is at the SPOT 1989 which encompasses the 1988 last hour high and the daily 

pivot at 1989.4– 

The HOD (high of day) was 1987.5 BIG SPOO AND 1988 ES.It was clock ACES.Its’ called 

SPOTS  ROUNDIES AND TA.The risk marker at the 1990 roundie was reasonable.reasonable. 

The high came from the SPILL DOWN LOW @ the 1978.5 SPOT on the OPENING. 

The big deal today from a normal perspective will be rather or not the lunch hi is lower than 

or greater than the a.m. high and close on its’ heels will be signs of an weak last hour high 

vvs a strong last hour high as BEAR moves in progress and not interrupted  by nosebleed B 

wave rallies are often found to contain last HOUR selling. 

With the a.m. high  IN PLACE at 1988 ES price dropped to the 1980 ROUNDIE for the mid 

a.m.LOW and WEAKLY rallied to a LOWER LUNCH HIGH THAN THE A.M. HIGH, a sign of 

weakness, and topped at 1985.5.This was followed by a grinding drop to the mid p.m. low @ 

1975.5 ES , NEITHER A SPOT NOR A ROUNDIE BUT a perfect match with the .886 cash 

retrace shown  FOR DAYS on the 5 min CASH CHART @ 1983.13 (actual low 1983.84. 

MANY REAL TIME PRE-ID ADMONITIONS WERE GIVEN FOR TRACKING PURPOSES ; 

1.1983 is the price of the day , you will be able to look back and see this at days end –11ish 

a.m. –the 1983 SPOT give its permission to leave at 12:43 eastern and immediately gave the 

price the BULLS needed to go after along with the 1985.5 lunch high IF  the bulls were going 

to make a serious last hour high following the mid p.m. low… 

2.at 12:33  this : william blount ( 12:33:17 PM if that high is weak and the mid p.m. low is 

STRONG we salt thrpough a goose to 8..6 cash whenre all see the 75 ;s futures BUT if we are 

reallly salt though a goose we do the roundie to the 72.5 SPOT– see commentary, see poists 

today –all there IMPRO : william blount ( 12:34:11 PM ): .886 cash 



Mid p.m. low 2:25 , 75.5 , .886 cash ,rally to the last hour high no 1983 or 1985.5 recovery , 

salt  through a goose to the 1971.5 LOD(low of day) and the 1972.5 SPOT– 

SOMEONE PASS ME THE KEWPIE PLEASE .. 

There are tow charts in the BOX– 5 min and 15 min — as you can see there was an ‘a’ 

alternate for the low given at the 9/15 low on the 15 min chart-this portends that the drop 

from the 9/4 high is a 3 wave affair to be followed by a ‘b’ wave high and ‘c’ wave;low  –THIS 

IS A EXPANDED FLAT ; therefore the low we are experiencing right by the 1978.48 cash , a 

very critical price indeed just as the commentary has been emphasizing has been a sort of 

date with destiny if one SAW the EXPANDED FLAT COMING….If this price is converted to 

RESISTANCE, the BIG ARSE 4 IN MOTION from the last large fibbo high at 1918.6 cash 

(1919.26 actual)   GETS WAY MORE CREDS..how many times have the bears failed at do or 

die time ??????????? ONE THING THE BEARS DO HAVE GOING FOR THEM THIS TIME is the 

inter market DIVERGENCES AND THE WEAKENING TECHNICAL PICTURE  DISCUSSED IN THE 

COMMENTARY SINCE THE Leslie 7/24 high —DISTILLED : 

the next 2 sessions have the distinct possibility of being 2 of the most important sessions of 

the year thus far..It is now time for the BULLS TO NOT DROP THE SOAP AND THE BEARS TO 

FINALLY SHOW UP TO WORK… 

Lest one think s4L can not do an abnormal pattern, you may or may not want to look at 9/16 

on a small time frame m, 5 min or less… NORMAL DOES FAVOR THE BEARS… 

THE bulls NEED to regain the 1983 SPOT FOR STARTERS but DON’T ACCOMPLISH BO 

DIDDLEY UNTIL THE YELL 1992.5 IS CONVERTED..The BEARS would love to CONVERT 1978.38 

cash  AKA the 1972.5 SPOT to firm resistance and NEED TO SHELL SOME PEAS/ SPOTS  1967, 

1963, 1956 ARE THE NEXTS– 

SPOTS TA ROUNDIES 

FV -7.84   NUMBAHS  S4L NORMAL 09/19/2014  DEC  2014 contract 

DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

PIVOT   1977.2                                                                 1995.7 

S1  1966.9                                                                      1978.8 

S2  1961.5                                                                      1953.9 

R1  1982.6                                                                      2020.6 

R2  1992.9                                                                      2037.5 

MAX H  1998.3                                                                 2062.4 

MAX L  1951.2                                                                 1937.0 

Range Projections 

1964.2-1979.9 Primary                                                   1987.3-2029.1 

1972.1-1987.8 Alternate                                                 1966.4-2008.2 

TVS 

1975.0  HIGH                                                                   2012.5 

1971.9  LOW                                                                    1983.8 

TWO DAY 

1991.8-1995.4  HIGH 

1963.9-1967.5  LOW 

OPG  1979.5                                                                        1977.8 

H 1987.5                                                                          2012.5 

L 1971.8                                                                          1970.7 

C 1972.3                                                                          2003.8 

 



Thursday 25th September 2014 

 

Nosebleed rally in S&P 

 

 
 

GOOD MORNING – today is series s1H and the SPILL is 79 DOWN 

with 21 UP.After 3 days of liquidating to an hard oversold picture coupled 

with the obligatory sentiment of perma bear ‘the sky is falling chortling’  a ‘low’ 

was found within .16 cents above the most focused upon price 1978.48 

(^GSPC:SNP) since Hector was a pup. 



OF COURSE BULLS will see this as the end of an expanded flat as suggested by 

the blue’a’ 

on 9/15 and BEARS WILL SEE IT AS  a standard nosebleed bull bounce in a BEAR 

LEG DOWN . 

If anyone took the time to look at the 9/16 chart on a 5 min or less time frame 

as suggested , congratulations, you now have two replicated examples of what 

an aberrant s4L SU (straight up) looks like. 

IF  we are indeed in a bear leg from ‘2018.6’ cash, actual 2019.26 you may or 

may not want to remember yesterday   because one of the hallmarks of  BEAR 

TONE is the nosebleed snap back rally from deep oversold coupled with too 

much short term Bearish  SENTIMENT. 

Also, remember, cash dont lie, futures do and yesterday that played out in 

spades as well. HIGHER LOW on cash vs 9/15 low and lower low by a nib on the 

futures, 1970.7 vs 1970.5. (ESZ14:CME) 

In essence we have another jump ball on price with the rally thus far looking 

more 3 up than 5 up ; therefore the BULLS need another high badly and the 

bears would rather that not happen 

as they want the red c on the 5 min spx sealed.We  are coming into EOQ as 

well as EOM with today being the regular way settlement EOQ and EOM..END 

OF QUARTER / END OF MONTH. 

WHAT THE BULLS DO NOT WANT ESPECIALLY is  an overlap of 1993.08 cash 

WITHOUT a higher high than yesterday–The bulls do need the YELL converted 

and to attack the 1998 SPOT where price was thrown off the train 

Monday…KEEP AN EYE ON THE WEEKLY PIVOT and the 1983 SPOT as the 1983 

has been the price of the day the past two days. 

SPOTS TA ROUNDIES… 

FV -7.89   NUMBAHS  S1H  09/25/2014  DEC  2014 contract 

  

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1984.5                                                                 1995.7 

  

          S1  1977.0                                                                      1978.8 

  

          S2  1963.0                                                                      1953.9 

  

          R1  1998.5                                                                      2020.6 

  

          R2  2006.0                                                                      2037.5 

  

        MAX H  2020.0                                                                 2062.4 



  

        MAX 

L  1955.5                                                                1937.0                                                  

              

        Range Projections 

  

        1980.8-2002.3 Primary                                                   1987.3-2029.1 

  

        1970.0-1992.0 Alternate                                                 1966.4-2008.2 

                          

         TVS 

        1985.2  HIGH                                                                   2012.5 

        1972.9  LOW                                                                    1983.8                               

                                                    

  

         TWO DAY 

  

        1990.5-1994.1  HIGH 

        1968.4-1972.0  LOW 

  

       OPG  1975.5                                                                        1977.8 

         H 

1992.0                                                                          2012.5                                           

           

         L 1970.5                                                                          1970.7 

         C 1991.0                                                                          2003.8   

 

 

 

Friday 26th September 2014 

 

limping into the weekend 

 



 
 

good morning – today is series s2h VERY IFFY and the SPILL PRESSURE 

is DOWN  in the emini S&P 500 futures (ESZ14:CME).Yesterday the market 

threw momma from the train on the break of what had been the price of the 

week: the 1983 SPOT.It confirmed its intenrtions on the break of 1978 CASH. 

Today we limp into the weekend with the market strongly favoring big arse 3 

SEALED;however, some notes first: 

1. On the way up on the all time high  two very critical prices were given : 

138.5 SPOT 

and the 1961.5 YELL to 1963 SPOT –those were the BULL committed and 

confirmed  prices. 

    2). Yesterday the LOW was C= 1.618 x A ON an expanded  FLAT count leaving 

the BULLS a little wiggle room. 

    3.I sure as heck have shifted the lean to BIG 4 in motion as of yesterday 

break of 1978 cash but the Bears have some small cyclical issues to overcome 

PLUS I am ever mindful that they have dropped more soap than Proctor and 

Gamble. 

BOTTOM LINE I will be far more confident that all systems are go on a 

conversion of the 1938.5 SPOT to resistance.. 

SPOTS TA ROUNDIES and 1 chart highlighting the BEAR counts… 

    FV -7.65   NUMBAHS  S2H VERY IFFY   09/26/2014  DEC  2014 contract 

  

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1968.8                                                                 1995.7 

  



          S1  1951.5                                                                      1978.8 

  

          S2  1941.5                                                                      1953.9 

  

          R1  1978.8                                                                      2020.6 

  

          R2  1996.1                                                                      2037.5 

  

        MAX H  2006.1                                                                 2062.4 

  

        MAX 

L  1960.2                                                                1937.0                                                  

              

        Range Projections 

  

        1946.5-1973.8 Primary                                                   1987.3-2029.1 

  

        1960.2-1987.5 Alternate                                                 1966.4-2008.2 

                          

         TVS 

        1979.4  HIGH                                                                   2012.5 

        1960.7  LOW                                                                    1983.8                               

                                                    

  

         TWO DAY 

  

        1978.7-1982.3  HIGH 

        1962.4-1966.0  LOW 

  

       OPG  1986.0                                                                        1977.8 

         H 

1986.0                                                                          2012.5                                           

           

         L 1958.7                                                                          1970.7 

         C 1961.6                                                                          2003.8   

 
 

 
 

 

 



Monday 29th September 2014 

 

the spill is down 

 

 

good morning – today is series s1H and the spill is 79 down with 21 up — 

Friday produced an aberrant pattern  with the tell being the killing of the a.m. high on huge 

move to the mid p.m. high.This really proved nothing other than a decent ROUNDIE to SPOT 

play  : 1960 to 1978.5 (ESZ14:CME) 

As given several times last week: the BULLS do not accomplish Bo Diddley until the YELL 

(1992.5 ) is converted.While it was tagged with the mini  on Wed.’s nosebleed rally and the 

larger SPOO grabbed 1992 , it was followed on Thursday with a true SD (straight down day) 

to MOE acceptance where C = 1.618 x A  with an origin at the SEPT. 2011.17.That move is 

the only reason we are carrying any BULL count on the charts-seen in BLUE. 

As reiterated, the LEAN is big arse 4 is underway.The 5 min SPX in your box is looking messy 

due to all the TREND LINES and the multiple FIBBO drawings–they are done with purpose . 

The Bears have indeed dropped more soap than Proctor and Gamble since BIG ARSE  3 UP 

began 3 YEARS AGO THIS SATURDAY, Oct. 4, 2011, when the low was sealed at ‘1073’ pre-id 

within MOE of the actual low at 1074.77… 

The BEARS need to SEAL THE DEAL and the BULLS have 1 foot on a banana peel and the 

other in the GRAVE.Tone has shifted nicely.With the shift you will see two types of counter 

rallies IF THE BEARS seal the DEAL- the nosebleed (the last 2 rallies qualify-9/24 and 9/26 )   

and the wheezy sideways UP moves that gain no traction and stretch out in brackets.More 

on this later. 

Weather here in central florida us creating floods and much lightening , so most of the 

weekend was shut down for me.It is not finished as yet.PS, you may wish to save this chart 

or not , but a lot of things will be stripped to reduce the noise–I mainly wanted to show the 

double fibbo  at Friday’s high.SPOTS TA ROUNDIES … 

         FV -7.50   NUMBAHS  S1H NORMAL    09/29/2014  DEC  2014 contract 

  



          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1971.6                                                                 1977.8 

  

          S1  1964.3                                                                      1956.8 

  

          S2  1952.6                                                                      1937.7 

  

          R1  1983.3                                                                      1996.9 

  

          R2  1990.6                                                                      2017.9 

  

        MAX H  1972.3                                                                2037.0 

  

        MAX 

L  1961.9                                                                1906.7                                                                

        Range Projections 

  

        1968.0-1987.0 Primary                                                   1947.3-1986.8 

  

        1958.5-1977.5 Alternate                                                 1967.3-2007.4 

                          

         TVS 

        1972.3  HIGH                                                                    2012.5 

        1961.9  LOW                                                                    1968.2                                                      

                             

  

         TWO DAY 

  

        1980.8-1983.6  HIGH 

        1955.4-1959.0  LOW 

  

       OPG  1962.5                                                                        1998.8 

         H 1979.0                                                                          1998.8                                                      

         L 1960.0                                                                          1958.7 

         C 1975.9                                                                          1975.9   

 

 

 

 

Tuesday 30th September 2014 

 

the spill is up at Q3 end 

 



 
 

good morning – today is series s2L and the SPILL is UP in the emini S&P futures 

(ESZ14:CME).Today is EOQ and EOM.The Bulls There is no change on the slightly larger or 

larger picture.The BULLS need to get the weekly pivot converted as step 1 BUT accomplish 

noithing until the YELL 1992.5 is converrted,That case as regards the YELL has not changed 

since first given on 9/22./The BEARS own the chart and BIG ARSE 4 in motion lean until then. 

On a very nano the BEARS LOSE their most bearish nano count on a cash price over 1986.37-

see chart in box and nano roman numeral count in red.On the day only, the BULLS need a 

normal outcome and need it to be a decent up move if they are going to assault 1992.5 YELL 

and push prices into the NFP with a possible SOAP DROP by the BEARS.The Bears are looking 

for a very wheezy attempt by the BULLS and would be elated to see an aberrant move today 

basis the lean . 

Price wise the BEARS obviously need to attack the 1950 cash and slice through the recent 

bottoming attempt.The rest is SPOTS and roundies with TA , kinda like yesterday was  1956 

SPOT with 1972.5 SPOT and a battle for control of the price of the day on the 1967 SPOT.  FV 

-7.49   NUMBAHS  S2lL    09/30/2014  DEC  2014 contract 

  

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1966.5                                                                 1977.8 

  

          S1  1959.0                                                                      1956.8 

  

          S2  1948.5                                                                      1937.7 

  

          R1  1977.0                                                                      1996.9 

  

          R2  1984.5                                                                      2017.9 

  

        MAX H  1995.0                                                                2037.0 



  

        MAX 

L  1941.0                                                                1906.7                                                                

        Range Projections 

  

        1962.8-1980.8 Primary                                                   1947.3-1986.8 

  

        1953.8-1971.8 Alternate                                                 1967.3-2007.4 

                          

         TVS 

        1967.6  HIGH                                                                    2012.5 

        1957.8  LOW                                                                    1968.2                                                      

                             

  

         TWO DAY 

  

        1976.0-1979.6  HIGH 

        1948.4-1952.0  LOW 

  

       OPG  1957.3                                                                        1998.8 

         H 1974.0                                                                          1998.8                                                      

         L 1957.0                                                                          1958.7 

         C 1969.5                                                                          1975.9 

 
 

 

Wednesday 1st October 2014 

 

Wild Card Day 

 

good morning -today is series s3L and the SPILL is UP. It is wild card 

day.Yesterday was the 3rd day in a row where 1967 SPOT  functioned as Price of the DAY, 

POD. (^GSPC:SNP) It was a WEAK iteration of the day as the Bears performed on the early 

and weak lunch high with a strong and late move to mid p.m. low.Also, the close DID NOT 

HOLD the 1967 SPOT. 

  

This gives the BEARS another opportunity to perform today and they need to offset the 

skewing associated with the first 3 days of the month when funds often put new money to 

work.The strange looking Trendlines on the 5 min chart IN YOUR BOX are those of a 

DIAMOND PATTERN  in the event the larger  red “B” is not sealed.EITHER WAY the BEARS 

need to get the show on the road and begin moving DOWN  to  a RED “C”. 

  

The BULLS ran price to the weekly pivot , which is  always a price of awareness ON YOUR 

CHARTS and were stopped dead in their tracks.They accomplish nothing until backthrough 

the YELL 1992.5 is accomplished..NOTHING ELSE HAS CHANGED.NOT TONE, NOT LEAN, 

NADA, BUPKUS ,ZILCH. (ESZ14:CME) 

  



SPOTS TA ROUNDIES– 

PS –there may be a little EBOLA, HONG KONG NEWS AND REACTION TODAY BUT THE MAIN 

THING I WANT TO IMPART IS THIS: 

Currently the only country on earth that can destroy the USA IS THE USA .Rather we are 

doing this or not and at what speed is arguable and not the subject of polite 

conversation;however, I implore any reader of this commentary to contact their 

Congressional ReP. and Senator to force a 14-21 day quarantine on anyone entering the USA 

from a country of origin with a known epidemic with high morbidity rate just as  we did 

during the mass immigrations through ELLIS ISLAND 100 years ago. SPOTS TA 

ROUNDIES,possible MUTATING VIRAL INFECTIONS ,and SOME COMMON SENSE trump 

political correctness , self esteem, if, and hope as any trader already knows. 

    FV -7.39   NUMBAHS  S3LL    10/01/2014  DEC  2014 contract 

  

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1968.4                                                                 1977.8 

  

          S1  1958.8                                                                      1956.8 

  

          S2  1952.2                                                                      1937.7 

  

          R1  1975.0                                                                      1996.9 

  

          R2  1984.6                                                                      2017.9 

  

        MAX H  1991.2                                                                 2037.0 

  

        MAX 

L  1942.6                                                                1906.7                                                                

        Range Projections 

  

        1955.5-1971.7 Primary                                                   1947.3-1986.8 

  

        1963.3-1979.8 Alternate                                                 1967.3-2007.4 

                          

         TVS 

        1973.0  HIGH                                                                    2012.5 

        1963.3  LOW                                                                    1968.2                                                      

                               

         TWO DAY 

  

        1981.7-1985.3  HIGH 

        1954.3-1957.9  LOW 

  

       OPG  1972.0                                                                        1998.8 

         H 1977.9                                                                          1998.8                                                      

         L 1961.7                                                                          1958.7 

         C 1965.5                                                                          1975.9   



Thursday 2nd October 2014 

 

pressure is down on ECB day 

 

 
 

good morning – today is series s4H and the SPILL PRESSURE is DOWN.There are 2 

CHARTS IN THE BOX , both are 5 min CASH because CASH DOES NOT LIE even if you’re 

trading the S&P futures (ESZ14:CME).One is the char from yesterday and today is the 

update.You may or may not look at  them , your choice, but the differences between the 

two are a KEY  to understanding how to READ PRICE AND FORM. 

Today is DRAGHI day with NFP tomorrow.Today will be normal, wedge zoom, or link 

stink.Draghi reaction can easily set the pace for which of those 3 doors wills out.The last 

hour high was 1944 and the daily pivot is 1945.7.The first push down yesterday was 1946.5. 



The lean on the larger picture is BIG ARSE III sealed and the alternate is in BLUE.The drill is to 

locate RED “C” not shown.The bulls need a good reaction and normal day.The BEARS need 

to get 1938.5 CONVERTED TO HARD RESISTANCE AND  THAT  is no different than: 

1.SEALING THE DAD 9/22 HIGH  @ the 2018.6 CASH  next big FIBBO RESISTANCE with actual 

2019.26  CASH.-.66 of one handle MOE well within the 2 handle allowable MOE. 

2.Following the first 3 days of DROP , keeping the YELL 1992.5 FUTURES from being killed.. 

ACTUAL high 1992.5 e-min, 1992 big boy futures .see 9/24… 

3.REJECTING PRICE at the weekly pivot 9/30 at 1977.8, actual high 1977.9 

4.The inability to close over 1967 SPOT 9/30 when the 1967 SPOT was the PRICE OF THE 

DAY for 3 days in a row. 

5.Killing the triangle to “B” on the opening yesterday thus sealing “B” at the 9/30 high.THIS 

IS PRECISELY WHY 2 charts are shown today and the BREAK of the DIAMOND is thickened 

for amplifying the point. 

6.A very WEAK Tuesday and Wednesday patterns deviating from the NORMAL. 

This is known as TRACKING — SPOTS TA ROUNDIES — you can not have your cake and eat it 

too.You can skin the cat many ways but understanding the difference among fishing for 

sardines and tuna and bill fish coupled with the use of news catalysts being somewhat 

irrelevant other than for AWARENESS ONLY (learning how to filter ) is paramount to how 

much cake you get to eat as well as being consistent as  to which you are doing not flip 

flopping — while nothing beats a good entry , its’ the exits , the patience, the tenacity , that 

determine the equity run –lastly the PEEANS are placed here to TRAP , hence the 8 handle 

POST EBOLA NEWS CATALYST RALLY TO BRIT TIME 1967 from 1959–SPOTS TA ROUNDIES— 

        FV -7.21   NUMBAHS  S4H    10/02/2014  DEC  2014 contract 

  

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1945.7                                                                 1977.8 

  

          S1  1929.0                                                                      1956.8 

  

          S2  1917.4                                                                      1937.7 

  

          R1  1957.3                                                                      1996.9 

  

          R2  1974.0                                                                      2017.9 

  

        MAX H  1985.6                                                                 2037.0 

  

        MAX 

L  1900.7                                                                1906.7                                                                

        Range Projections 

  

        1923.2-1951.5 Primary                                                   1947.3-1986.8 

  

        1937.4-1965.7 Alternate                                                 1967.3-2007.4 

                          

         TVS 

        1956.0  HIGH                                                                    2012.5 



        1935.1  LOW                                                                    1968.2                                                      

                               

         TWO DAY 

  

        1954.0-1957.6  HIGH 

        1938.7-1942.3  LOW 

  

       OPG  1961.7                                                                        1998.8 

         H 1962.3                                                                         1998.8                                                      

         L 1934.0                                                                          1958.7 

         C 1940.7                                                                         1975.9   

 

 

Friday 3rd October 2014 

 

Up is the word 

 

 
 

good morning -today is series s1h and the SPILL IS UP in the S&P futures 

(ESZ14:CME)..NFP …You have one chart in the box.There was only one 

admonition in the commentary yesterday: 

LOCATE THE “C”. 

Today there is only one question: Is the “C” fixed????????? 

  

I do like that as suggested IN REAL TIME on the first piece of rally to the 

recovery of the 1924 SPOT slice and dice , “that   if it is fixed this will be the 



biggest rally since the 9/26-30 bounces” and “ that “1944-46.5 resistance  is 

certainly doable “.BOTH OF THESE WE DONE. 

  

WHAT I do not like are: 

1.The overshoot of the 1929 cash ‘target given in advance in REAL TIME was 

overshot 

by more than the MOE-margin of error. 

2.While we did accomplish the largest rally since the DAD high 2019.26 cash 

high ,we EXPECT nosebleed rallies in BEAR  legs as part and parcel of TONE. 

Thus far the 1938.5 SPOT has not been converted to HARD RESISTANCE.The 

BULLS NEED to  convert the 1959 SPOT — The BEARS  need to CONVERT the 

1938.5 SPOT. 

SPOTS TA ROUNDIES–BIG LEAN BIG ARSE 4 IN MOTION , slight lean : “C” is in 

front of us not behind us …WANTING TO MAKE A PROCLAMATION as was 

made at the 1560 CASH LOW “there is no REAL BEAR COUNT UNLESS 1471 

cash is  OVERLAPPED” BUT THIS TIME it will be there is NO REAL BULL COUNT 

UNTIL BIG ARSE 4 LOW IS  NAILED– 

WE ARE GETTING VERY CLOSE to making that statement but NOT QUITE YET —

    

    FV -7.21   NUMBAHS  S1L    10/03/2014  DEC  2014 contract 

  

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1934.0                                                                 1977.8 

  

          S1  1922.9                                                                      1956.8 

  

          S2  1907.2                                                                      1937.7 

  

          R1  1949.7                                                                      1996.9 

  

          R2  1960.8                                                                      2017.9 

  

        MAX H  1976.5                                                                 2037.0 

  

        MAX 

L  1896.1                                                                1906.7                                                  

              

        Range Projections 

  

        1928.5-1955.3 Primary                                                   1947.3-1986.8 



  

        1915.1-1941.9 Alternate                                                 1967.3-2007.4 

                          

         TVS 

        1937.5  HIGH                                                                    2012.5 

        1918.9  LOW                                                                    1968.2                               

                                                      

         TWO DAY 

  

        1938.2-1941.8  HIGH 

        1921.4-1925.0  LOW 

  

       OPG  1936.8                                                                        1998.8 

         H 

1945.0                                                                         1998.8                                            

          

         L 1918.2                                                                          1958.7 

         C 1938.7                                                                         1975.9 

 
 

 

 

Monday 6th October 2014 

 

The spill is up, but remain overall bearish 

 

5 Min SPX 

 



 
 

195 Min TRAFFIC LIGHT Chart is BACK 

 
 

good morning – today is series s4L NORMAL and the SPILL is UP in the 

S&P 500 futures (ESZ14:CME). A little housekeeping first: 

  

1. My apology for the 1959 SPOT SPOO TYPO Friday-It should have read 

1956.Killing that price early opened up a full blown attempt to go after 

the upper parallels descending  shown on the 5 min SPX. 

2. It also called into question the slight edge I gave to a or 3 of “C” vs. “C” 

being sealed. 



3. I was wrong — “C” is almost certainly sealed. 

  

This week should be another topsy turvy week as we move toward the FOMC 

meeting Oct. 15.. Earnings announcements will begin this week. I have also 

included the old TRAFFIC LIGHT  195 min SPX chart in order to  illuminate what 

the bulls think is ‘their case’.Follow the blue TREND LINE -it connects the 

1074.77 cash to a 30 cents margin of error  @ Thursday low. The TAIL 

similarities between the 1737.92 cash low and Thursday will not be lost upon 

bulls either.That 1737.92 LOW was the NOSEBLEED LOW nailed in real time for 

those who remember key prices using mnemonics -such as the BILLY 5/22 , the 

Mirabella, the BEN 1762 etc. 

Does The BULL presentation in the above paragraph  NEGATE THE BEAR 

LEAN  as regards BIG ARSE 3  sealed at 2019.26 CASH and currently in BIG ARSE 

4 DOWN–A RESOUNDING NO!!!! Only price can do this and the failure of 

BEARS TO PERFORM. and the BEARS have left out one little detail 

(understatement) as alluded to on Friday : 

  

WANTING TO MAKE A PROCLAMATION as was made at the 1560 CASH LOW 

“there is no REAL BEAR COUNT UNLESS 1471 cash is  OVERLAPPED” BUT THIS 

TIME it will be there is NO REAL BULL COUNT UNTIL BIG ARSE 4 LOW 

IS  NAILED– 

WE ARE GETTING VERY CLOSE to making that statement but NOT QUITE YET 

— 

  

That key detail is 1904.78 cash , the UNEQUIVOCAL PRICE NEED GIVEN  2 days 

before the DAD all time high : 

  

THE UNEQUIVOCAL PRICE TO SAY WE ARE IN BIG ARSE 4 REQUIRES A BREAK 

OF 1904.78 CASH. 

  

What the Bears DO HAVE  IS charts and internal measures at larger time 

frames are far more vulnerable that we were at the 1737.92 low. 

  

The bears NEED to kill the 1950 cash and keep it killed for starters .The BULLS 

need to convert the 1980 ROUNDIE to hard support and then KILL the YELL 

1991.5 SPOO. 

The smaller lean has shifted to “C” fixed.The larger lean requires 1980 and 

1991.5 to shift the lean but much like 1904.78 cash the  unequivocal need is 

killing the all time high. 

  



I know there is not much solace in that due to the BEARS’ penchant for 

dropping soap BUT 

it is still their game to lose.   

  

The large red parenthetical 4 is on the chart due the outside chance that the 

rally from 1737.92 contained an extended 3rd from 1814.36 cash low on APRIL 

11 , that the need by money managers for year end bonuses has just kicked i at 

1926.03 , ie the seasonals. 

The last thing that is bothersome for the Bears IS THE  POP DROP GRIND 

FORMATION Friday — it is too early to say TONE has shifted as RANGES and 

several other things being followed have not fallen into place– but if the BULLS 

convert the 1980 roundie  that may be in place.– For right now we remain 

overall bearish and on offense the first job is to get the 1952.5 SPOT and the 

WEEKLY PIVOT 1952.1 firmly under us. SPOTS TA ROUNDIES. 

       FV -7.20   NUMBAHS  S1L    10/03/2014  DEC  2014 contract 

  

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1956.5                                                                 1952.1 

  

          S1  1949.0                                                                      1926.4 

  

          S2  1937.7                                                                      1892.4 

  

          R1  1967.8                                                                      1906.1 

  

          R2  1975.3                                                                      2011.8 

  

        MAX H  1986.6                                                                 2045.8 

  

        MAX 

L  1830.2                                                                1866.7                                                  

              

        Range Projections 

  

        1952.8-1971.6 Primary                                                   1939.3-1999.0 

  

        1943.4-1962.2 Alternate                                                 1909.4-1969.1 

                          

         TVS 

        1959.2  HIGH                                                                    1960.6 



        1918.2  LOW                                                                    1918.5                               

                                                     

         TWO DAY 

  

        1965.2-1968.8  HIGH 

        1940.4-1944.0  LOW 

  

       OPG  1952.0                                                                        1957.8 

         H 

1964.0                                                                         1977.9                                            

          

         L 1945.2                                                                          1918.2 

         C 1960.3                                                                         1960.3   

 

 

Tuesday 7th October 2014 

 

down day, could be big drop 

 

 
 

good morning – today is series s1H and the SPILL is 79 down with 21 

UP in the S&P futures (ESZ14:CME). Yesterday took some of the air out of the 

51 handle bounce.The market is trying to decide rather 1926.03 cash is a 

larger a wave and this bounce the larger b wave, our favored lean, OR did the 

bears do another soap drop at the  1926.03 low .WHATS AT STAKE?? 



Big arse 4 down will be the largest correction of the year, far surpassing the 

112 handle drop from 1850 CHINA to the NOSEBLEED low at 1737.92 VS a year 

end rally to 2030-2214 wit the upper end centered fibbo bracket at 2070-2138. 

This tension is the reason for the TONE CHANGE  to expanded ranges and 

volatility. 

It is possible blood red wave b finished yesterday but there is a chance get one 

more good rally to complete the rally.On the downside WE NEED to pay CLOSE 

ATTENTION to 1950 cash less fair value for the futures in addtion to the SPOTS 

TA AND ROUNDIES..The rest is trading . 

     FV -7.20   NUMBAHS  S1H    10/07/2014  DEC  2014 contract 

  

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1959.2                                                                 1952.1 

  

          S1  1948.1                                                                      1926.4 

  

          S2  1940.0                                                                      1892.4 

  

          R1  1967.3                                                                      1906.1 

  

          R2  1978.4                                                                      2011.8 

  

        MAX H  1966.2                                                                 2045.8 

  

        MAX 

L  1828.9                                                                1866.7                                                  

              

        Range Projections 

  

        1944.1-1963.3 Primary                                                   1939.3-1999.0 

  

        1953.7-1972.9 Alternate                                                 1909.4-1969.1 

                          

         TVS 

        1966.2  HIGH                                                                    1960.6 

        1967.4  LOW                                                                    1918.5                               

                                                     

         TWO DAY 

  

        1971.0-1974.6  HIGH 



        1946.6-1950.2  LOW 

  

       OPG  1968.5                                                                        1957.8 

         H 

1970.2                                                                         1977.9                                            

          

         L 1951.0                                                                          1918.2 

         C 1956.3                                                                         1960.3   

 
 

Wednesday 8th October 2014 
 

 

more downside to go 

 

 

 
 

good morning – today is series s2H and the SPILL is down in the S&P futures 

(ESZ14:CME) — Yesterday saw the BEARS nail the last hour grabbing the lower odds outcome.The 5 

min SPX chart in the box everyday should be compare to the day before in order to stay  in the 

groove of both TRACKING AND CHANGE.You may or may not want to save the prior day for 

comparative purposes;however, if you are not then it makes things all that much harder. 

Ok, the LAST HOUR HIGH and daily pivot are now minor resistance-wouldn’t you know it -1935.5 

SPOT– …The BEARS now HAVE ONE MUST PERFORM AND ANOTHER  unequivocal MUST to seal the 

DEAL on the larger level of NEED . 

First the killing and conversion of 1924 SPOT given last week on the moon shot reversal day as ‘1924 

is the most important spot on the chart’, i.e., the BEARS NEED TO KILL the 1926.03 CASH’…The other 

of course is the 1904.78 cash, the last nail in the coffin. 

In Bullish terms this is simply stated as BULLS are not dead but they are on life support. 



The market will take on 1 of 2 looks: if we trade through 1926.03 a wide ranging shelf will from with 

lots of whippy volatility( think in terms of multiple days) or price will accelerate in the BLOOD RED 

C  down and make a beeline to the 1904.78 test.If that acceleration is not done before Friday a more 

detailed descriptive will be given over the weekend.. 

SPOTS TA ROUNDIES. 

FV -6.94   NUMBAHS  S2H   10/08/2014  DEC  2014 contract 

DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

PIVOT   1935.3                                                                 1952.1 

S1  1919.7                                                                      1926.4 

S2  1910.5                                                                      1892.4 

R1  1944.5                                                                      1906.1 

R2  1960.1                                                                      2011.8 

MAX H  1969.3                                                                 2045.8 

MAX L  1894.9                                                                1866.7 

Range Projections 

1915.1-1939.9 Primary                                                   1939.3-1999.0 

1927.5-1952.3 Alternate                                                 1909.4-1969.1 

TVS 

1945.6  HIGH                                                                    1960.6 

1928.6  LOW                                                                    1918.5 

TWO DAY 

1946.0-1949.6  HIGH 

1927.2-1930.8  LOW 

OPG  1947.5                                                                        1957.8 

H 1950.8                                                                         1977.9 

L 1926.0                                                                          1918.2 

C 1929.0                                                                         1960.3 

 

Thursday 9th October 2014 

 

Still the Bears’ game 

 

 



good morning – today is series s3H and the SPILL is DOWN in the S&P futures 

(ESZ14:CME). This is what happened  yesterday and warning was given at 11 a.m. sharp 

eastern standard in a series of messages that lasted until 11:04 am. as to exactly what the 

1926.03 aka 1919 SPOT low should LOOK LIKE if it were going to hold: 

  

“ First the killing and conversion of 1924 SPOT given last week on the moon shot reversal 

day as ‘1924 is the most important spot on the chart’, i.e., the BEARS NEED TO KILL the 

1926.03 CASH’ (^GSPC:SNP)…The other of course is the 1904.78 cash, the last nail in the 

coffin.In Bullish terms this is simply stated as BULLS are not dead but they are on life 

support. The market will take on 1 of 2 looks: if we trade through 1926.03 a wide ranging 

shelf will from with lots of whippy volatility( think in terms of multiple days) or price will 

accelerate in the BLOOD RED C  down and make a beeline to the 1904.78 test.If that 

acceleration is not done before Friday a more detailed descriptive will be given over the 

weekend.. “ 

The low was at the 11:05 a.m. eastern bar in  a classic double bottom with a stop run 

reversal on a titty bar (less than 1 handle overshoot of the prior low then revese direction). 

The BEARS have done everything but the one thing that remains unequivocal, BREAK THE 

1904.78 cash low. 

The BEARS still own the chart.The larger lean has not changed. The bull counts as alternates 

and not the lean are given as c=2, (4) in blood red, blue and red… The BEAR counts ARE ‘c=b 

or c=A  in blood red. 

But what about 1924 SPOT being so important: look laterally on a 1 min chart at the 

the10:41 to  11:54 bar  on a 1 min chart or tick or volume chart-the final flush , the rejecting 

test, the breakout, and the final test from above that bottomed at 1925.25 ( the lunch 

low)… 

More whippy volatility ,SPOTS AND TA … 

  

           FV -6.68   NUMBAHS  S3H SLIGHT IFFY   10/09/2014  DEC  2014 contract 

  

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1947.8                                                                 1952.1 

  

          S1  1932.2                                                                      1926.4 

  

          S2  1902.6                                                                      1892.4 

  

          R1  1977.4                                                                      1906.1 

  

          R2  1993.0                                                                      2011.8 

  

        MAX H  2022.6                                                                 2045.8 

  

        MAX 

L  1887.0                                                                 1866.7                                                                

        Range Projections 

  

        1940.0-1985.2 Primary                                                   1939.3-1999.0 



  

        1917.4-1962.6 Alternate                                                 1909.4-1969.1 

                          

         TVS 

        1959.6  HIGH                                                                    1960.6 

        1918.2  LOW                                                                    1918.5                                                      

                              

         TWO DAY 

  

        1938.2-1941.8  HIGH 

        1939.8-1943.4  LOW 

  

       OPG  1927.8                                                                        1957.8 

         H 1963.4                                                                         1977.9                                                      

         L 1918.2                                                                          1918.2 

         C 1961.8                                                                         1960.3 

 

 
 

Friday 10th October 2014 

 

Friday is up 

 

 
 

good morning – today is series s4L and the SPILL IS UP-Thus far we have 

dropped to 1920 cash FV at 7 p.m. eastern.There  is a large cash fibbo at 1919.72 CASH– C 

not shown =.618 of blood red a @ 1926.03 …Te lean is still BEARISH. I blood red b is going to 

be a triangle then we should not kill 1904.78 before another large UP begins That up will go 

to e=blood red b on the BEAR side of the larger lean.If blood red b is in place we are getting 

ready to confirm big arse IV in motion is spades. 



The rest is TA ROUNDIE AND SPOTS  …the bulls are one foot on a banana peel, one foot in 

the grave now.If we take out 10904.78 and reverse strongly the bears no longer have to 

keep price below the 1992.5 SPOT, The new deal will be COMMITTED 1963 SPOT and 

CONFIRMED 1978.5 for the BULL ALTERNATE— 

         FV -6.54   NUMBAHS  S4L   10/10/2014  DEC  2014 contract 

  

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1936.0                                                                 1952.1 

  

          S1  1911.5                                                                      1926.4 

  

          S2  1896.5                                                                      1892.4 

  

          R1  1951.0                                                                      1906.1 

  

          R2  1975.5                                                                      2011.8 

  

        MAX H  1990.5                                                                 2045.8 

  

        MAX 

L  1872.0                                                                 1866.7                                                                

        Range Projections 

  

        1904.0-1943.5 Primary                                                   1939.3-1999.0 

  

        1923.8-1963.3 Alternate                                                 1909.4-1969.1 

                          

         TVS 

        1990.5  HIGH                                                                    1960.6 

        1872.0  LOW                                                                    1918.5                                                      

                              

         TWO DAY 

  

        1941.0-1944.6  HIGH 

        1936.9-1940.5  LOW 

  

       OPG  1958.2                                                                       1957.8 

         H 1960.5                                                                         1977.9                                                      

         L 1921.0                                                                          1918.2 

         C 1926.5                                                                         1960.3   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Monday 13th October 2014 

 

the spill is up 

 

 
 

 



 
 

good morning- today is series s3L NORMAL and the SPILL IS UP in the S&P 500. It was a 

long weekend full of research for what looks currently looks  like the inevitable-the 1904.78 cash 

killing (^GSPC:SNP). 

Friday in real time and ahead of time the 1924 SPOT was replaced by 1919 SPOT as the most critical 

SPOT. 

Look at and mark down the weekly pivot this week.-that price is ‘not an accident’.From the DAD 

9/22 +,-1 day high we have already experienced the largest drop of the year.The pre-id for that price 

was given in the commentary for 9/18 , the day before the top. — ‘2018.6’ cash’. 

Killing the 1919 SPOT at the proper time got the ball rolling for the tag of the 200 MA daily.This was 

given multiple times in real time as ‘watch for a salt through a goose move’ , to ‘if this going to 

happen (the 200MA tag) then it will occur at of of 3 times and by process of elimination it boiled 

down to ONLY THE last hour being the proper time. 

OK– WE DO NOT HAVE A SPOT at 1878.5 in the S&P futures (ESZ14:CME).It NEEDS TO BE ADDED 

RIGHT NOW. 

The implications are simple-It is the FV adjusted fibo where blood red a and blood red c (what we 

are trying to find) are equal in length when using 1977.84 cash as the blood red b of choice. If the 

blood red b is at 1970.36 then the target for the es in spots terms will reside between the 1970 

ROUNDIE  and the 1973.5 SPOT. 

IT IS THAT BLOOD RED c that is in motion that is what we are tracking AND much deeper prices are 

possible before completion.This assumes the a=c will break and of course that 1904.78 cash is 

buries. OF COURSE we are LEAN big arse 4 in motion as we have been since the failure to convert the 

YELL at 1992.5 transpired. 

Ok, overhead today we have the daily pivot at 1906 and it is ½ handle below the a.mn. low from 

Friday at 1906.5 @ 10:32 a.m. eastern. The last hour high at 1915 is  right by the 1915.5 

SPOT. 

WHERE DO THE BULLS ACTUALLY ACCOMPLISH ANYTHING ??? If they can move price to the 

resistance created on Thursday at the 1932.75 last hour high and the 1935.5 SPOT.You may drop the 

1992.5 YELL as the price needed for the BULLS to one of  1963 SPOT committed and 1978.5 SPOT 

CONFIRMED. If we kill the 1904.78 cash then the bulls committed and confirmed will be lowered 

almost  certainly AND then be determined by where we plant the blood red c……3 charts in the box 

— the regular 5 min cash; a 195 min from the AUG 22 date when tone morphed to daily bracketing 



AV on the BARBARA GRACE (momentum high) …chart 3  is a 195  followup and assumes 1904.78 

cash is going to happen -soap drops and counting chickens before they hatch.  SPOTS TA ROUNDIES 

FV -6.39   NUMBAHS  S3L NORMAL  10/13/2014  DEC  2014 contract 

DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

PIVOT   1906.0                                                                 1919.3 

S1  1881.8                                                                      1868.5 

S2  1869.3                                                                      1842.6 

R1  1918.5                                                                      1945.2 

R2  1942.7                                                                      1996.0 

MAX H  1955.2                                                                 2021.9 

MAX L  1845.1                                                                 1791.8 

Range Projections 

1875.6-1912.3 Primary                                                   1855.6-1932.3 

1893.5-1930.2 Alternate                                                 1893.9-1970.6 

TVS 

1924.7  HIGH                                                                   1956.1 

1893.5  LOW                                                                    1898.2 

TWO DAY 

1906.6-1910.2  HIGH 

1913.5-1917.1  LOW 

OPG  1922.3                                                                       1968.5 

H 1930.2                                                                         1970.2 

L 1893.5                                                                          1893.5 

C 1894.3                                                                         1894.3 

 

 

Tuesday 14th October 2014 

 

continued downtrend 

 

 
 



good morning – today is series s4H and the SPILL IS DOWN in the S&P 500 futures 

(ESZ14:CME)…Link Stink, wedge zoom, or NORMAL.Yesterday similar to FRIDAY and in COMPLETE 

ALIGNMENT with the TONE  admonitions as regards BIG ARSE 4 or any larger decline, we got the last 

hour SLAM DOWN. 

  

Just as Friday portended a movie to the 200 cash MA, yesterday was all about going after a=c from 

the commentary.MORE IMPORTANTLY AND I CAN NOT STRESS THIS HARD ENOUGH, in BEAR LEGS 

you OVERSHOOT SOUTH , just as in BULL LEGS you creep up to a target and then HOP IT  OVERNIGHT 

OR ON A GAP THE NEXT DAY . 

  

TONE TONE TONE 

  

Your worst enemy in volatility is MYOPIA , SARDINING , ETC– the range expands  the volatility 

expands , the downs are late and strong, the targets are overshot — the rallies are nosebleeds until 

the  psychology burns that out and we move to grinding shallow brackets –. 

  

SPOTS TA ROUNDIES — bulls need a normal, bears need to keep on keepin on .. 

WE ARE TRYING TO PLANT A BLOOD RED C ON THE CHART for the first big leg down to complete.I 

There is a countable bottom in place as of yesterday ;however if we do any extension south from the 

Friday high then the chart would look cleaner with another UP FOLLOWED BY ANOTHER DOWN …. 

      FV -6.33   NUMBAHS  S3L NORMAL  10/14/2014  DEC  2014 contract 

  

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1879.1                                                                 1919.3 

  

          S1  1852.6                                                                      1868.5 

  

          S2  1839.3                                                                      1842.6 

  

          R1  1892.4                                                                      1945.2 

  

          R2  1918.9                                                                      1996.0 

  

        MAX H  1932.2                                                                 2021.9 

  

        MAX L  1812.8                                                                 1791.8 

        Range Projections 

  

        1846.0-1885.8 Primary                                                   1855.6-1932.3 

  

        1865.9-1905.7 Alternate                                                 1893.9-1970.6 

         TVS 

        1891.5  HIGH                                                                   1956.1 

        1865.9  LOW                                                                    1898.2 

         TWO DAY 

  

        1985.7-1889.3  HIGH 

        1881.9-1885.5  LOW 

  

       OPG  1899.3                                                                       1968.5 

         H 1905.5                                                                         1970.2 



         L 1865.7                                                                          1893.5 

         C 1866.0                                                                         1894.3 

 

 

Wednesday 15th October 2014 

 

spill is up 

 

 
 

good morning -today is series s1L and the SPILL is 79 up with 21 

down…SOME of the hallmarks of BEAR LEGS is associated with last hour  flushes south , 

clock lows being late and strong , ranges expanded , intrad day volatility increases ..this is 

part of the NORMAL TONE . (ESZ14:CME) 

A little over two weeks ago I was asked where we were headed and I gave the person R. 

Sawyer 3 specific prices: 1853 cash (possible triangle first leg low and the BULLS best friend) 

, 1796 cash a somewhat normal middle of the road low , and 1658 cash — these are 3 

LOOSE BUT SPECIFIC singular cash prices (^GSPC:SNP) and should be considered MAJOR 

SPOTS when we get to the SPOTS that match them in adjusted fair value. 

There are quite a few OTHER specific prices already in the research hopper… This week the 

idea was the 1853 cash to the 1865 cash as the next major fibbo band  THIS WAS GIVEN in 

order to begin locating the bottom for the FIRST LEG DOWN OF BIG ARSE 4 AKA BLOOD RED 

C on the chart sent for days now. Rather or not BLOOD RED C  extends WILL BE 

DETERMINED BY that band — IF IT extends THEN AS GIVEN ON mONDAY IN REAL TIME 

THERE IS A visibilty LOW OF 1827 cash to extend or not to extend that is the question for the 

sardine players. 

THIS IS ALSO AN INOCULATION as to the WHAT NEXT  an UP MOVE– yes , Virginia, there is a 

large up move coming , it will be Big B of big arse IV….it will retrace 30-70 % of the 

DUMP  for leg 1 down unless it is abysmally weak and then it will retrace in the form of a 

shallow rectangle with a peak price in   .236 realm… 



PS -last friday the COMMENTARY suggested replacing 1924 spot WITH THE 1919 SPOT as the 

most important spot, why, SIMPLE because it was AND IT WAS because IT WAS THE spot 

THAT KILLED THE 1918.2 DOUBLE BOTTOM ON THE DAILY— 

I know most people who read this are fishing for sardines;however, if you shorted THE 

1992.5 YELL, THE 1977 WEEKLY PIVOT , THE 1963 FAILURE spot, AND THE 1919 , THIS IS A 

WARNING to get ready to do some LIFTING …it does not mean abandon your core 

entirely..SPOT TA ROUNDIES….find the blood red C = A 

  

 FV -6.33   NUMBAHS  S1L  10/15/2014  DEC  2014 contract 

  

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1877.1                                                                 1919.3 

  

          S1  1862.7                                                                      1868.5 

  

          S2  1850.6                                                                      1842.6 

  

          R1  1889.2                                                                      1945.2 

  

          R2  1903.6                                                                      1996.0 

  

        MAX H  1915.7                                                                 2021.9 

  

        MAX L  1836.2                                                                 1791.8 

        Range Projections 

  

        1856.7-1883.2 Primary                                                   1855.6-1932.3 

  

        1869.9-1898.4 Alternate                                                 1893.9-1970.6 

         TVS 

        1878.4  HIGH                                                                   1956.1 

        1836.2  LOW                                                                    1898.2 

         TWO DAY 

  

        1885.0-1888.6  HIGH 

        1866.9-1871.5  LOW 

  

       OPG  1878.5                                                                       1968.5 

         H 1891.5                                                                         1970.2 

         L 1865.0                                                                          1893.5 

         C 1874.8                                                                         1894.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Thursday 16th October 2014 

 

pressure to the upside 

 

 

 

 
 

 

good morning -today is series s2 L IFFY and the SPILL PRESSURE is UP in the S&P 500 

futures (ESZ14:CME). 

Yesterday price moved moved to the ‘1827’ cash mentioned ;last week and reiterated 

as the best visible target below the 1885 cash where a=c using 1977.84 cash.WHAT HAPPENED NEXT 

WAS SCREW THE POOCH AMATEUR HOUR  on my part. 



  

After painstakingly SPELLING OUT IN PRICE TERMS that both the 1977.84 and 1970.36 BOTH HAD to 

be used for targeting 1885 cash and 1877 cash , I dropped the ball on using both yesterday –HERE: 

  

OCT 13 2014 COMMENTARY: 

OK– WE DO NOT HAVE A SPOT at 1878.5 futures.It NEEDS TO BE ADDED RIGHT NOW.The 

implications are simple-It is the FV adjusted fibo where blood red a and blood red c (what we are 

trying to find) are equal in length when using 1977.84 cash as the blood red b of choice. If the blood 

red b is at 1970.36 then the target for the es in spots terms will reside between the 1970 

ROUNDIE  and the 1973.5 SPOT. 

  

      VOILA —- 1819.51 cash  — IS THE  a X 1.618  subtracted from 1970.36..ACTUAL 

LOW  1820.66 — MOE (margin of error). 

  

Dropping a piece of the puzzle happens and when it happens , it sure is a PITA. 

OK, the charts are the 5 and 15 SPX — as mentioned yesterday on the 50 handle reversal, this action 

did not look impulsive If the c=A is not sealed we will do deeper and possibly to as low as 1733 cash 

–but I have never been one to be an alarmist in either direction — there is still wood to chop from 

1796 – 1814.38 cash …If we are trying to bottom  in here then a very whippy period will ensue as  1,2 

‘ on the way up will transpire and conversely a series of lesser 4.5’s on the downside if 1820 cash is 

killed.— 

  

SPOTS TA ROUNDIES –overhead the bulls accomplish nothing if 1878.5 SPOT is not killed and even 

then the lean will be , we are in big B up of big arse 4 down.Underneath, we have a marker in place , 

that if killed, opens a test of the 1814.36 cash low  from APRIL — EXTRACT THE PRICES — 

       FV -6.39   NUMBAHS  S2L SLIGHT IFFY  10/16/2014  DEC  2014 contract 

  

          DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

          PIVOT   1841.6                                                                 1919.3 

  

          S1  1820.7                                                                      1868.5 

  

          S2  1793.1                                                                      1842.6 

  

          R1  1869.2                                                                      1945.2 

  

          R2  1890.1                                                                      1996.0 

  

        MAX H  1917.7                                                                 2021.9 

  

        MAX L  1772.2                                                                 1791.8 

        Range Projections 

  

        1831.2-1879.7 Primary                                                   1855.6-1932.3 

  

        1806.9-1855.4 Alternate                                                 1893.9-1970.6 

         TVS 

        1844.9  HIGH                                                                   1956.1 

        1814,2  LOW                                                                    1898.2 

         TWO DAY 

  



        1834.0-1837.6  HIGH 

        1838.9-1842.5  LOW 

  

       OPG  1847.0                                                                       1968.5 

         H 1862.5                                                                         1970.2 

         L 1814.0                                                                          1893.5 

         C 1848.3                                                                         1894.3 

 

 

Friday 17th October 2014 

 

Wild Card Day 

 

 
 

good morning – today is series s3L WILD CARD DAY and the SPILL IS 

UP in the S&P 500 futures (ESZ14:CME).Today is expiry; today is JANET at 

8:30..There is no material change to anything.In that sense it may or may not 

be prudent to READ THIS WEEKS COMMENTARIES again and then view the 

charts as  collage… 

The more Bearish nearer term  readers will view the 1820 cash low as a red iii 

and looking for 1 more down before ‘the COUNTER rally begins’.There nemesis 

is the overlap of 1912.84 cash 

The average Bear will see low as big A low of Big arse IV and will have heeded 

the warnings in the commentary as well as ‘normal bounce ‘ 72-122 handles 

coming to a theatre near you. 

The BULLS will see the low as THE LOW of big arse IV.No bad weather in Florida 

this weekend– blistering commentary coming Monday including the 2 pooch 



screwings by yours truly since the DAD high 9/22 +,-1…. 

SPOTS TA ROUNDIES –EXTRACT THE PRICES — 

FV -6.40   NUMBAHS  S3L   10/17/2014  DEC  2014 contract 

DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

PIVOT   1847.6                                                                 1919.3 

S1  1826.4                                                                      1868.5 

S2  1802.9                                                                      1842.6 

R1  1871.0                                                                      1945.2 

R2  1892.3                                                                      1996.0 

MAX H  1915.8                                                                 2021.9 

MAX L  1781.7                                                                 1791.8 

Range Projections 

1837.0-1881.7 Primary                                                   1855.6-1932.3 

1814.7-1859.4 Alternate                                                 1893.9-1970.6 

TVS 

1856.0  HIGH                                                                   1956.1 

1824.3  LOW                                                                    1898.2 

TWO DAY 

1844.0-1847.6  HIGH 

1845.1-1848.7  LOW 

OPG  1824.0                                                                       1968.5 

H 1868.7                                                                         1970.2 

L 1824.0                                                                          1893.5 

C 1850.0                                                                         1894.3 

 
 

 

Monday 20th October 2014 

 

spill is down 

 



 
 

 
 

 

good morning -today is series s2H normal and the SPILL IS DOWN in the 

S&P 500 futures (ESZ14:CME).-One week ago Friday price broke the 1919 SPOT which 

replaced the 1924 SPOT as the most important SPOT.The 

value of the 1924 SPOT to the market was established on the rally from 1918.2  big futures 

to the 1963 SPOT Oct 8.. 

The NEXT for the BEARS from that beak was given about a dozen times as the 

UNEQUIVOCAL MUST FOR THE BEARS was to break the 1904.78 CASH low that was the RED 

(4) bottom on Aug.7th..This must was given 2 days BEFORE the ALL TIME HIGH.Before the 

day was over on Oct10 , the 1904.78 had held but FUTURES warned by 



overshooting the 1898.5 SPOT that matched the 1904.78 cash.Unfortunately from an 

analytical perspective that overshoot to 1893.5 was in the runoff — the 15 min following 

cash close. 

Monday saw price try to support the 1904.78 red (4) low and the 200 cash moving average 

which nicely matched the 1904.78 as it was 1905.22 cash at the time.In futures pricing it 

simply meant that IF   1898.5 SPOT was converted to resistance fron support Then not onlt 

was big arse IV committed and confirmed,not only was our LEAN FOR BIG ARSE IV from 

1992.5 SPOT YELL FAILURE  in motion BUT THAT THE PRE-ID levles given in real time of 

1853 cash minimum (possible triangle -rising bottoms or horizontal bottoms), 1796, and 

1658 

as ideal places for big arse 4 to bottom. 

The next 4 sessions saw price kill the 2 alternatives for a=c  @ 1885 cash and 1877 cash as 

well as the 1853 cash minimum for the move.It saw pricfe make a bee line forthe 1827 CASH 

where the c= 1.618 x a . 

On that wash out day, the commentary BEFORE THE FACT was warning of a big bounce 

coming AND the ideal bounce would travel 72-122 handles was given  in real time just after 

the 1820 cash was in place , 1814 big FUTURES/ 1813 BROZ ES.This was issued at 1824 SPOO 

same  day as well as the BULLS aint done diddley til the 1878.5 SPOT is seen. 

There is much more that could be thrown into this write up but suffice to say NOT ONLY has 

big arse IV tracked , the analysis has been crisp, ESPECIALLY the TONE expectations and 

which PRICES, mainly SPOTS , were the big deals on the path. 

With the exception of the two dropped balls,ONE A WRONG OPINION and the other NOT 

USING THE SAME approach as established 1877 and 1885 cash a=c possibilities in order to 

nail the 1820 CASH low to LESS THAN  2 handles MOE(margin of error) – the analysis on PRE 

IDENTIFIED BASH has been SPOOKY IN THE ZONE.This is why PRICES ARE EXTRACTED. 

Here: all time high PRE identified by 2 days and reported within 4 min of  after occurrence 

on at 2018.6 SPX (actual high 2019.26) , this was the bad opinion as I flatly stated I did not 

think the DAD high right there was going to be the top of Red (5) = big arse IV. 

The lean was shifted at the YELL break 1992.5 es AND THAT PRICE HELD ON its’ RETEST from 

underneath to the penny ion ES and 1992 on big spoo. 

Next came the bounce back to the weekly pivot at 1979.1 with actual high at 1979.5, then 

the  1963 followed by the 1919, the killing of the 1898.5 (prior 4th 1904.78 cash and 200 

MA) and finally the cash string easily converted to futures prices using the FV given everyday 

; 

1885/1877 a =c; 1853 cash,  1827 cash , and the dropped ball on the 1820 where c=1.618 x a 

using 1970 cash instead of 1977 cash (see the 2 blood red b’s) … 

EXTRACT THE PRICES , SPOTS TA ROUNDIES.. 

HONING: Ok, the LEAN IS THAT WE are still in big arse IV and within that move the lean is we 

are in big B up with Big A fixed at  1814 spoo AND 1820.66 CASH..Until we touch 1912.84 

cash there is still the possibility that we are in 4 up AND big a IS NOT COMPLETED. 

EVEN IF WE DONT TOUCH 1912.84 cash , the minimum expectation for big B has been done 

with the  bounce.That means we have a favored and an alt count at 1 lesser degree than the 

big arse 4 — IS BIG B completed (shallow and real quick) or is this wave 4 –If it is 4 we will do 

a break of 1820 or a truncation of same BEFORE touching 1912.84 cash. 

EXPECT MORE DOUBLE DIGIT RANGES AND understand that NO DAY since the DAD has been 

less than 15 RTH HANDLES..dats all folks…    FV -6.52   NUMBAHS  S2H 

NORMAL   10/20/2014  DEC  2014 contract 



DAILY                                                                               WEEKLY 

PIVOT   1881.2                                                                 1866.8 

S1  1870.8                                                                      1828.0 

S2  1860.5                                                                      1775.3 

R1  1891.5                                                                      1919.7 

R2  1901.9                                                                      1958.3 

MAX H  1912.2                                                                 2011.2 

MAX L  1850.1                                                                 1736.7 

Range Projections 

1876.0-1896.7 Primary                                                   1801.8-1893.8 

1865.7-1886.4 Alternate                                                 1847.5-1939.0 

TVS 

1883.0  HIGH                                                                   1969.8 

1899.5  LOW                                                                    1814.6 

TWO DAY 

1891.0-1894.6  HIGH 

1868.1-1871.7  LOW 

OPG  1879.0                                                                       1899.3 

H 1891.7                                                                         1905.5 

L 1871.0                                                                          1814.0 

C 1881.0                                                                         1881.0 

 

 
 

Tuesday 21st October 2014 

 

continued upside 

 

 
 



good morning -today is series s3L and the SPILL is UP in the S&P 500 futures 

(ESZ14:CME)…Yesterday brought a flip in the lean , a checkmark UP day, and an assault in 

the making on the 200 daily MA…ALL OF THIS was identified in real time as to the upside 

targets once the lean flipped. 

The bottom line: we are in big arse 4 down and in what will be the largest bounce during 

that movement.It is large B on the lean and should travel an average of 72-122 handles from 

origin.In order to confirm it is not a lesser 4th wave bounce the BULLS must touch the 

1912.84 spx price.It would be axiomatic that the 200 cash MA would be exceeded if that 

touch were to take place as the MA is 1906.39 .NONE OF THIS SHOULD BE a SURPRISE as it 

has all been pre-identifed in the charts, commentary, and real time … 

 

 

Wednesday 22nd October 2014 

 

the spill is down 

 

 
 

good morning – today is series s4H and the SPILL is DOWN in the S&P 500 

futures (ESZ14:CME).Yesterday saw the first TRUE SU (straight up) day since August.The 

opening gap placed price at the 1908.5 SPOT (1909) and although that price was given 

BEFORE THE CLOSE on MONDAY for Tuesday, the culprit was NOT THE CHINESE,  BUT THE 

ECB PEEAN news at Brit time 1887 SPOT= SEE 3:07 a.m. eastern. 

This gap HOPPED the 200 MA , recovered the blood red a DOWN at 1926.03 cash (see 

1918.2 futures double bottom on daily chart 10/2 and 10/8 then made a beeline for the 

1938.5 SPOT HOD.More importantly it killed the BEAR HOPES for the most immediate bear 

outcome 

by tagging the 1912.84 CASH horizontal as it OVERLAPPED wave 1 down of blood red c when 

counting in the traditional/orthodox method. 

Ok, the day of the low PRIOR TO THE OPENING, EVERYONE  had… 



Friday 24th October 2014 

 

SPX pressure is down 

 

 
 

 

good morning – today is series  S2H very iffy and the SPILL PRESSURE  is 

DOWN in the S&P 500 futures (ESX14:CME).This is what happened yesterday regardless 

of news , the blues, or uncomfortable shoes: 

“Ok, the chart is clear, there are 3 possibilities going forward from the high yesterday, 

1.the rally was the top of iii of c AND yesterday worked off the extremes and after sealing a 

iv of c LOW , we go after NEW HIGHS FOR THE MOVE and v of c –initial visibility REQUIRES 



taking out the 1950 cash and going after a=c at 1955 cash AND THEN where there are more 

eyes than a 3d movie at the 50 day MA cash 1966.67 on close.” 

 

 

 

Monday 27th October 2014 

 

Bears versus seasonal tendency in S&P 

 

good morning – today is series s1L normal and the spill is 79 up[ with 21 

down in the S&P 500 futures (ESZ14:CME). HERE IT IS IN A NUTSHELL: 

The lean is still BIG ARSE  4 in motion,The committed and confirmed SPOTS are 1963 and 

1978.5 .Normally these prices have to be watched for a nearby double digit counter reaction 

(south in this case) when they are tagged.The BEARS are fighting the seasonals .MORE 

IMPORTANTLY and always the final arbitrator  is PRICE. 

 

 

Tuesday 28th October 2014 

 

Observations .. 

 

 
 

good morning – today is series s2H VERY IFFY and the SPILL is down in the 

S&P futures (ESZ14:CME).Yesterday in non RTH , ie the boob ,the market tagged the 1963 

SPOT where the BULLS are committed to the move.The market promptly rewarded them 

with a 20 handle dump.The rth was notable for 2 reasons: 

We had the smallest range since the DAD all time high AND we are setting up the YELL for 



tomorrow at a very critical resistance band  1963 committed and 1978.5 confirmed. 

THE BULL ANALOG is a huge dose of DE JA VU going  BACK TO THE nosebleed rally WITH THE 

SAME PLAYER front and center : Janet Yellen.After dropping from the 1844.5 BULLS MUST 

PERFORM top  a swing low was declared in real tike within two minutes of occurrence at 

1757.92 cash and the forewarning of a minimum rally of 34-55 handles known as the 

nosebleed BOUNCE began.When we tagged the +55 at the 1887 price Janet Yellen was going 

to the hill the next day for testimony and the admonition was given ‘if we break the 1794 

SPOT the  lean shifts from bounce  to Headed to new all time highs. 

 

Wednesday 29th October 2014 

 

FOMC day price stuck between Heaven and Yell 

 

good morning – today is series s3L and the SPILL IS UP in the S&P 500 futures 

(ESZ14:CME).Welcome to FOMC day with price stuck between Heaven and Yell.EXACTLY 

WHAT DOES THAT MEAN? 

Several simulations both bearish and bullish calling upon past similar  situations have been 

discussed and we are in a purgatory price position in front of a KNOWN CATALYST. 

YES, once price went through the +122 handle .618 retrace this rally took on more RISK TO 

THE BEARS.YES, THERE ARE BEAR EXAMPLES of higher retraces that fit: 

 

Thursday 30th October 2014 

the pressure is down 

 

good morning – today is series s4H and the SPILL PRESSURE is DOWN 
in the S&P futures (ESZ14:CME)- Yesterdays 23+ handle dump DID REVEAL the 

TIGHT T’S and the 1978.5 CRITICAL SPOT were indeed the Price area of the day 

and proving once again that the only thing better than TIGHT T’S are INVERTED 

T’s for sardine trading. 

Next on the agenda is the reaction to the US Election.As for today… 

 

 

Friday 31st October 2014 

 

Looking for more upside 

 

good morning – today is series s1L and the SPILL is 79 UP with 21 

DOWN in the S&P futures (ESZ14:CME).The most important event of 

yesterday was NOT the tagging of the 1994 ES SPOT .It was NOT the NORMAL 

outcome on s4H vs the link stink or the wedge zoom.It was NOT the tagging of 



the 1999 CASH, which I surmised would top a multi day bracket between 1950 

and 1999 CASH. 

The most important thing imo about Thursday imo was the BACK THROUGH of 

1978.5 SPOT when coupled with the NORMAL outcome, the tag of 1999 cash, 

the inability of the BEARS to drive price down through the 1963 SPOT  Tuesday 

and Wed. 

“Next on the agenda is the reaction to the US Election 

 

 

Monday 3rd November 2014 

 

Up day ahead in the S&P 

good morning – today is series s4L NORMAL and the SPILL isUP in the 

S&P futures (ESZ14:CME). 

 REAL QUICK-DLST  ,daylight savings time, needs a couple of days to work the 

kinks out, but happy days til the spring.INVERTED T’S at least one good 

down..Now those two thing are for sardining , what is next is more important 

imo. 

SYNOPSIS–Going into the Friday Sept 19 , dad -1,we has the NEXT big fibbo at 

2018.6 cash (^GSPC:SNP).The MOE is 2 handles.The high was 2019.26 . It was 

acknowledged in real timne 4 minutes after the tag, that a possible count for 

big arse 3 was in place.I WAS DEAD WQRONG when I came in on the Mon. 

9/22, 2014 DAD , and stated not thinking the top is in and FINALLY got that ship 

righted when we took out the 1992.5 YELL. and flipped the bigger lean to Big 

arse 3 down, we are in big arrse 4 down. 

 

Tuesday 4th November 2014 

 

Midterm Election Day 

good morning – today is series s1H and the SPILL is 79 DOWN with 21 

UP  REGARDLESS OF NEWS.Yesterday saw another new all time high on two 

days of diminishing ranges.The NANO counts would argue for some down and 

then higher again IF we are not doing an expanded flat or triangle.In ogher 

words it  is still tough to count but counts best as 3 waves up. 

 

Wednesday 5th November 2014 

 

Post-election pressure is up in S&P 

 



good morning – today is series s2L IFFY and the SPILL PRESSURE is UP 
in the S&P 500 futures ().Yesterday’s low created the 2nd ‘23.6’ handle drop 

(use the 2018.7 hgh) since the blast off from 10/15 LOW @ 1820.66 cash.The 

difference is TONE- this drop was slower and the ranges more contained.This 

has eventually bullish implications as long as the TONE morphs.It also allows us 

to place a lesser degree 4 (or a of 4 if 2024.46 is not bested). 

The assignment of s2L vs 2H and the IFFY designation is based upon the close 

being greater than the PRICE OF THE DAY YESTERDAY 2004.5.The inability of 

price to drop -27 to the old Yell 1992.5 was also a bullish tell…. 

 

Thursday 6th November 2014 

good morning- today is series s3L and the SPILL is UP in the S&P futures 

(ESZ14:CME). The spill will be determined as to price to be real or residual basis 

the ECB reaction.. Today as regards pattern is WILD CARD DAY.Yesterday 

produced a deep mid p.m. low , an overall slightly weak iteration due to the 

SPILL HOD not the last hr. 

The possibility of a truncated nano 5th exists from the Lunch high as well as 

the possibility of completing an ascending triangle  which should complete 

today and is also at Nano level. 

 

 

Friday 7th November 2014 

 

good morning -today is series s4H and the SPILL PRESSURE is DOWN in 

the S&P 500 futures (ESZ14:CME). 

It is NFP DAY.It is NORMAL, Link Stink or wedge ZOOM day.Yesterday was 

pretty much textbook.Yours truly was loking for what happend off the a.m. low 

to have the best shot at happening pff the LUNCH LOW–oops, SPOTS said 

other wise,Use them…DRAGHI pre rth 2025.5 spot with noise of 1.25 

handles.Rth SPILL high 2021.5 SPOT to the penny.The a.m. low 2011.5 SPOT 

with less than the 1.25 noise overshoot . 

There is a slew of fibbo matches stretching from 2030.5 cash to 2050 big 

roundie. 

 

 

Monday 10th November 2014 

 

expect weakness 

good morning – today is series s3H NORMAL and the SPILL is DOWN in 

the S&P 500 futures (ESZ14:CME).Friday produced a WEAK variation of 



s4H  NORMAL with the Key POD , price of day, the 2025.5 SPOT. Breaking 

below that price in the p.m. was the TELL for the aberrant late day low and the 

a.m. low moved right into the support zone from ROUNDIE 2020 to 2021.5 

SPOT. 

AS GIVEN, there is a huge amount of resistance stretching from 2030.5 CASH to 

2050 CASH  with multiple FIBBO matches in that zone…The RATE OF CHANGE, 

ROC  has diminished as RANGES squeeze out the volatility and produce the 

obligatory  ARC on this rocket shot from the Oct. 15 low at 1820.66 cash , 1814 

SPOO big contract. 

WHAT NEXT?. 

 

Tuesday 11th November 2014 

 

The Spill is up .. 

 

good morning – today is series s4L slightly IFFY and the SPILL is 

UP.  GOD BLESS AMERICA-FOR  on the 11th hour of the 11th day of the 11th 

month 1918, began our observance of Armistice Day which became Veterans 

Day in 1954. 

Ok, we are playing deeper into the 2030.5 -2050 CASH zone that is full of Fibo 

resistance.For the past 7 SESSIONS RTH , the market has done the TYPICAL 

volatility squeeze out replete with reduced ranges , and the appearance of Pop 

DROP GRIND or DROP THEN GRIND (dependent on CLOCK) days as the 

dominant outcome. 

 

Wednesday 12th November 2014 

 

Down and Choppy  

good morning – today is series s1H and the SPILL PRESSURE is 79 

DOWN with 21 UP in the S&P futures (ESZ14:CME).Today is the FIRST DAY OF 

THE 8 DAYS EXPIRY-it normally contains a TRENDING FEATURE.We also have 

INVERTED T’S  so there will be at least one good down.RANGE COMPRESSION 

and volatility squeeze out BEGAN on Oct. 31 and yesterday was the smallest 

RTH  range since the Oct. 15 LOW. 

The wedging formation which began on 11/4 at BLUE 4 can be counted as 

completed.A swing top was looked for as very possible yesterday to produce a 

27-55 handle MINIMUM DROP and the favored place for it was the mid p.m. 

high with the mid a.m. high the second choice.If it has begun . it did so from 

the mid a.m. high. 

 



Thursday 13th November 2014 

 

good morning – today is series s2L and the SPILL is UP in the S&P futures 

(ESZ14:CME).The Bears Blew another opportunity yesterday as the old saw 

”support becomes resistance and vice versa” came into play as regards 2028.5-

2030 held the gap SPILL down opening.As mentioned las week there is a very 

large triple fibo at 2047 CASH  and it is TIED to the 2043 SPOT. 

SPOTS are assigned using FV (fair value) at time of assignment  and in the very 

near term FAIR VALUE DENIGRATION must be accounted for by those who 

seek perfection which in turn is penny wise and pound foolish  relative to the 

TA (technical analysis) being applied for entry commitments… 

 

 

Friday 14th November 2014 

 

The Spill is UP .. 

good morning – today is series s3L and the SPILL PRESSURE is UP. 

Yesterday we saw a news driven WEAK ITERATION of s2L that overwhelmed 

the normal pattern on the way to the Lunch HI.This was a classic 

demonstration imo of why I repeatedly regurgitate the following: 

“TIME IS A STANDARD DEVIATION, VOLUME IS A CLUE, PRICE IS YOUR ARSE” 

What really needs to be taken from yesterday is simple… 

 

 

Monday 17th November 2014 

 

The Spill is down .. 

 

good morning -today is series s2H NORMAL and the SPILL is DOWN in 

the S&P futures (ESZ14:CME).Last week was highly compressed @ 17.5 

handles, 202.5 SPOT LOW and 2043 SPOT high.This compression, discussed in 

daily chart terms as well, is forming the ARC which always follows out of the 

hole SU moves.It has been taking place since the CLOSE ON OCT. 31. MORE: 

The BEARS as given, have the risk marker in place for a MINIMUM (with 

emphasis on MINIMUM) DUMP of 27-55 handles.This combination of volatility 

squeeze out compression shift in TONE places the BULLS in MUST PERFORM 

OR ELSE…. 

 

 

 



Tuesday 18th November 2014 

 

Little change, bears still need to act 

good morning – today is series s3H and the SPILL is DOWN.Yesterday 

the BEARS looked a gift horse in the mouth and walked away. The bracket 

continues as does the TONE.The past 3 commentaries are somewhat 

interchangeable.Because of the bracketing there are only so many ways to say: 

The Bears have a risk marker at 2043 FUTURES SPOT, the BEARS need to kill 

the non-SPOT 2033 committed, keep a keen eye on the the two SPOTS 

between the committed 2033 and 2020 ROUNDIE CONFIRMED @ 2031 and 

2025.5 for tracking purposes. 

 

 

Thursday 20th November 2014 

 

The Spill is UP  

good morning- Today is series s1H and the SPILL is 79 up with 21 

down in the S&P futures (ESZ14:CME). a quick note about Monday s2H — the 

day contained a very strong up to the mid p.m;. high thwarting any hopes for 

an immediate dump to the confirmed 2020 futures roundie. The overnight low 

2025.5 SPOT followed by the inability of the bears to kill 2033 non-SPOT but 

key price was the TELL for the move to the pre-id 2056 CASH minor fibbo and 

2053.5 SPOT  assigned as we approached the 2043 SPOT from underneath. 

Because of my absence yesterday make sure you have the 2053.5 SPOT 

penciled in as it has not been highlighted in a commentary. 

 

Friday 21st November 2014 

 

Bulls Must Hold Support  

good morning-today is series s2L IFFY and the SPILL IS UP.Yesterdays 

news: 

since failing to turn in a normal s2H on Monday the BULLS have held critical 

support 

on Wednesday and done the MUST PERFORM ON DEFENSE, holding the 2025.5 

SPOT in the overnight on defense as well as the 2033 NON SPOT in the RTH. 

Yesterday, the BULLS held the 2036.6 SPOT and it seemed as if BEARS were fi- 

nally going to accomplish something… 

 

 

 



Tuesday 25th November 2014 

 

The Spill is Down  

Good morning- today is series s2H IFFY and the SPILL is DOWN in the 

S&P 500 futures (ESZ14:CME).The market turned in a 4.5 HANDLE RANGE. The 

volume was holiday like volume. 

The LEAN is iffy because neither end of the last hour produced a price extreme 

commensurate with viewing rather or not inversion transpired… 

 

 

Monday 1st December 2014 

 

The Spill is UP  

good morning- today is series s4L NORMAL and the SPILL IS 

UP;however, Friday was a stub day on a series 1 day and until the dust settles 

some during the day, Monday will be tough to determine.Hopefully, this will 

clear up my the mid a.m. turn. 

MORE IMPORTANTLY — Friday provided a new all time high on both cash 

2075.76 and SPOO at 2073 RTH and the PEEANS are trapped at the WET BEAK 

of the 2075.5 SPOT in off hours.This IS CENTERED IN THE MIRABELLA 11/29 

WINDOW that closes Tuesday at the close. 

Recently a newbie asked ‘what does EXTRACT THE PRICES MEAN?’ 

‘- HERE YA GO : 

 

Tuesday 2nd December 2014 

 

The Spill is UP  

 

good morning- today is series s1L and the SPILL is 79 UP with 21 

DOWN.. 

Bottom Line: since exceeding the 1978.5 SPOT where the chart control shifted 

back to the BULLS , we have been looking at 4 PLACES where price could begin 

correcting the rally from the 1820.66 low on Oct. 15…Those prices were a 

‘double top’ 

near 2019.26 THE DAD 9/22 +,-1 day high; a large fibbo at 2047 cash, a minor 

fibbo 

at 2056/57, and a zone encompassing 2066-2085 cash with emphasis on 2077 

cash within EACH of those provided corrections on their first passes. 

These are PRE IDENTIFIED resistance prices -SEE 15 MIN CHART- and each has 

functioned perfectly at introducing supply AS EXPECTED. AS YET though, the 



BEARS have blown each opportunity up to now and they have another shot to 

capitalize on PRICE rejection of the 2077 cash first pass. 

 

Wednesday 3rd December 2014 

 

The Spill is Down  

good morning – today is s2H very slight iffy and the SPILL is 

down.Yesterday we got the 

pop-drop-grind pattern , the most often seen pattern of the bull mkt. since the 

Oct. 4 2011, low at 1074.77.This simplifies things somewhat –SEE 15 MIN 

CHART OF CASH- as follows: 

FIRST-since hitting the double top level with the 2019.26 cash high in Sept aka 

THE DAD the market has been ripe for a 27-55 handle MINIMUM DUMP.I do 

NOT count the drop from the PEEAN (european) stranded high at from 2075.25 

ES to the 2048.25 ES low of 27 handles as that awaited dump. 

 

Thursday 4th December 2014 

 

All about MARIO .. 

good morning – today is Series s3H and the SPILL is DOWN–Yesterday 

saw another all time high with the recovery of the wet beak (20775.5 SPOT) 

Peean Trap price of 2075.25, the big contract trading through 2073 prior high 

and the CASH (what really matters) hitting 2076.28. 

This move was done when the Bears failed to hit the BEIGE BOOK REPORT after 

holding the weekly PIVOT at the lunch low.Once 2072.5 , tick above the mid 

p.m. high was tagged, it was clear sailing to the RTH first firstpass of the 2075.5 

SPOT. 

TODAY is all about MARIO DRAGHI REACTION. 

 

 

Friday 5th December 2014 

 

The Spill is Up, IF … 

Good morning – today is series s4L and the SPILL is UP.It is NFP day.The 

NFP reaction will determine rather the SPILL is residual or true… The 2077 

CASH large fibbo has remained the Bull Blocker and the 2063.5 e-mini SPOT 

held yesterday.ADD A SPOT TODAYat 2091.5 . 

The bulls need the good reaction to go after the NEXT LARGE CASH fibbo at 

2085. 



The Bears need to drive price below the 2067.6 weekly pivot for STARTERS and 

then convert the 2063.5 SPOT to hard resistance… 

 

Monday 8th December 2014 

 

Uptrend and the Bigger Picture.. 

good morning- today is series s3L NORMAL and the SPILL  is UP in the 

S&P 500 futures (ESZ14:CME). SYNOPSIS OF LARGER PICTURE FROM OCT. 15 -

daily chart- : On Oct. 15, in real time and expected in that days commentary, 

the market made a low which was pinpointed 10 handles off the actual 

bottom  @1814 futures, 1820.66 cash (^GSPC:SNP).It was made due to a 

successful test of the 1824 SPOT following the intial rally off said actual 

low.From there a 72-122 handle rally was given.Once the 1838.5 SPOT was 

cleared (2.5 handles above the 1936 futures projection) PRICE went into no 

man’s land between the 1938.5 SPOT AND THE 1978.5 SPOT. 

 

Tuesday 9th December 2014 

 

good morning – today is series s4L and the SPILL is UP in the S&P 500 

futures (ESZ14:CME).-Yesterday’s COMMENTARY blended a larger picture with 

a nano section “HONING”- the proof is in the pudding.In real time the deal was 

simple ,BULLS MUST get through 2075-76.1 or BEARS need to get price under 

2066 cash and later BEARS must OVERLAP 2059.18 CASH (^GSPC:SNP) to 

continue the tracking but more importantly to begin NEGATING BULLISH 

outcome probabilities on the nano level. 

It is FISH OR CUT BAIT TIME (FOCB) on those ideas given YESTERDAY IN THE 

COMMENTARY 

 

 

Thursday 11 December 2014 

 

Iffy and Spill is UP  

 

good morning- today is series s2L IFFY and the SPILL is up.For my long 

term friends,I am sorry about no commentary yesterday.Chalk it off to expired 

mayonnaise, bad salmon, or a stomach virus, anyway you cut the mustard I felt 

like I had been beaten with the ugly stick the Doctor used upon my arrival at 

birth. God does not like complainers, so NEXT.. 

 

TODAY IS ROLLOVER and the prices in the matrix are  MARCH… 



 

Friday 12th December 2014 

 

Wild Card day , Likelu UP  

 

good morning – today is series S3 L and the SPILL PRESSURE is UP in 

the E-mini S&P futures (ESH15:CME).It is WILD CARD DAY.After rallying to the 

double top area ,2019.26 cash on FRIDAY Sept. 19,WE BEGAN LOOKING FOR A 

CORRECTIVE MOVE OF THE RALLY from the Oct.15 low with a minimum 

trajectory of 27-55 handles south. 

 

You have a 5min cash chart, CASH DOES NOT LIE, FUTURES DO.The Prices in 

red for FIRST PASS PROBES short were 2047 MAJOR, 2056 minor, 2077 MAJOR 

.The 2077 major is a stand alone price within and envelope with BOOKEND 

TARGETS 2066-2085.Both bookends, 2066 and 2085 are also large targets. 

 

This is true of all BANDS PROVIDED.These numbers are SPECIFIC WITH RISK 

DEFINED. 

 

 

 

 

Monday 15th December 2014 

 

More downside, bulls must perform 

 

good morning – today is series s2H normal AND THE spill is DOWN in 

the S&P 500 futures (ESH15:CME). 

 

FAST SYNOPSIS:The market rallied 256.75 CASH HANDLES from the 1820.66 

cash low (^GSPC:SNP) to the 2079.41 cash high.Friday, cash closed at 

2002.33.YOU CAN SEE from all 15 min cash charts last week  that this IS  A 

CRITICAL FIB RETRACE.It has been staring you in the face all week.This places 

the BULLS IN MUST PERFORM or ELSE!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tuesday 16th December 2014 

 

The spill is UP  

 

good morning – today is series s3L and the SPILL IS UP in the S&P 500 

futures (ESH15:CME).Yesterday the lean was flipped to s2L very early-before 

10:30 a.m..WHAT ENSUED was a picture perfect HOW DEEP IS YOUR 3 DAY 

UNTIL 11:44 a.m.The HOW DEEP IS YOUR 3 PATTERN is a sign of weakness in 

and of itself as the a.m. low is exceeded after the window has closed and then 

the rally to lunch transpires. 

 

Yesterday, however, broke a career long record in that the orthodox low 

printed 13 minutes past any time in my experience.MORE. 

 

 

Thursday 18th December 2014 

 

The Spill is UP  

good morning- today is series s1L and the SPILL PRESSURE IS 79 up 

WITH 21 down in the S&P 500 futures (ESH15:CME).Yesterday there was no 

commentary due to a trip to the oral surgeon.A couple quick notes for people 

who actually read: 

 

Yesterday Wednesday 17th December was s4H and there are 3 basic 

outcomes: NORMAL (and NORMAL MEANS NORMAL as it has the highest odds 

of occurrence) ; 

 

Link STINK -the lightening bolt DOWN pattern in an a-b-c;wedge-zoom (literally 

looks as a wde down followed by a zoom up with the zoom feature being 

tracked as wheezy or the proverbial shot from a cannon look).  

 

Friday 19th December 2014 

 

Spill is UP  

 

good morning-today is series s2L slight iffy and the SPILL is up in the 

S&P 500 futures (ESH15:CME). On Wed. Janet Yellen not only pulled the 

horseshoe out of her girdle and whistled past the graveyard, the tune she was 

whistling was the old old standard “Just Put on a Happy Face.” 

 



The week began with an extremely weak s2L and is ending the week with a 

slightly iffy s2L.Bulls are already counting their money/chickens 2100 times, 

they are cocksure the market is going 

to breakout over that price before year end with many pointing to the ‘2138’ 

given on Oct 7 , 2014, here: 

 

“Big arse 4 down will be the largest correction of the year, far surpassing the 

112 handle drop from 1850 CHINA to the NOSEBLEED low at 1737.92 VS a year 

end rally to 2030-2214 wit the upper end centered fibbo bracket at 2070-

2138.” 

 

 

Tuesday 23rd December 2014 

 

Do you have a strategy for quiet markets like this? 

good morning-today is series s2L and the SPILL is UP in the S&P 500 

futures (ESH15:CME). Yesterday, the INVERTE T’S scored on the 79% DOWN 

odds.Today we have them again and there will be one good down.I repeat: 

“Welcome to what are often the 2 slowest weeks of the year, especially as to 

volume. “ 

If you do not own a ROPE,do not have a strategy for reduced ranges, do not 

understand the POP DROP GRIND or DROP GRIND patterns, it might be a good 

time to go on vacation . 

 

 

Friday 26th December 2014 

 

UP with LOW Volume  

GOOD MORNING-today is series s1L NORMAL and the SPILL is79 UP 

with 21 DOWN in the S&P 500 futures (ESH15:CME).I hope everyone had a 

peaceful day off.TODAY should be another low volume affair as many will have 

a 4 day weekend in mind. 

 

The stub session fulfilled the INVERTED T ‘at least one good down’ and we 

have them again today.On the daily chart the ROC (RATE OF CHANGE, up in 

this case) is slowing and the ARCing has begun.LARGE SUPPORT is now in the 

2040-2046 FUTURES area and rising slightly 

 

 

 



 

Monday 29th December 2014 

 

The January Effect Explained .. 

 

good morning- today is series s4L and the SPILL is UP in the S&P 500 

futures (ESH15:CME). This is another HOLIDAY WEEK and many will opt out for 

a 4 day weekend.Unlike last week, Wed. will NOT be a stub day and will 

present a full session to regular closing time.Volume should pick up but still run 

below normal. 

 

Friday’s insufferable action looked as if we would produce a hen’s tooth loser 

on the inverted T’s;however, the dump to the last hour 68 % odds low did the 

trick. 

 

You will probably hear about the JANUARY EFFECT from talking heads this 

week.There is some slight confusion about this term.The original work dates 

back to the 1920’s and encompasses the time frame from the last week of Dec. 

through the first 5 sessions in January. 

Many also use the term to describe the whole Month of 

January.Differentiation is obtained by referring to the whole month aspect as 

THE JANUARY BAROMETER. 

 

The January Effect simply reveals there is a positive period statistically for the 

period given.The latter,The January Barometer, also has a positive statistical 

skew but more often is referring to an old Street Saw : AS GOES JANUARY SO 

GOES THE MARKET FOR THE YEAR. 

 

 

 

Tuesday 30th December 2014 

 

The Spill is Down  

 

good morning- today is series s1H and the SPILL is 79 DOWN with 21 

UP in the S&P futures (ESH15:CME). Yesterday’s low volume, highly 

compressed range continued the HOLIDAY TONE as the BEARS were once again 

Greased, uh I mean Greeced when they were unable to stop the SPILL UP 

which provided almost all of the range of the day off a gap down no follow 

through opening. 



 

It was a red letter day in one sense as the INVERTED T’S failed for the 4th time 

in 14 years of tracking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 


